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PREFACE

This work is part of the author’s PhD thesis done at the Department of Mathematics,
University of Bergen, under the supervision of Professor Gunnar Fladmark and Professor
Ivar Aavatsmark. The thesis is concerned with numerically simulating multicomponent,
multiphase, reactive transport in heterogenous porous medium. Such processes are ubiqui-
tous, for example, deposition of green house gases, flow of hydrocarbons and groundwater
remediation. Understanding such processes are important from social and economic point
of view. For the success of geological sequestration, an accurate estimation of migration
patterns of green-house gases is essential. Due to an ever increasing computer power,
computational mathematics has become an important tool for predicting dynamics of
porous media fluids. Numerical and mathematical modelling of processes in a domain
requires grid generation in the domain, discretization of the continuum equations on the
generated grid, solution of the formed linear or nonlinear system of discrete equations and
finally visualization of the results. During the course of PhD studies, the author got the
opportunity of working with all of these topics.

The thesis is composed of three chapters and eight papers. The rest of the thesis is
organised as follows.

The Chapter 2 presents two techniques for generating structured quadrilateral and
hexahedral meshes. These techniques are called algebraic and elliptic methods. Alge-
braic techniques are by far the most simple and computationally efficient method for grid
generation. Transfinite interpolation operators are a kind of algebraic grid generation
technique. In this chapter, many transfinite interpolation operators for grid generation
are derived from 1D projection operators. The author has developed a block structured
hexahedral grid generator named RMS-GG. The RMS-GG is based on algebraic tech-
niques. RMS-GG can import geometry from IRAP-RMS and Eclipse softwares into the
inhouse flow simulator named Athena. In this chapter, some important properties of
hexahedral elements are also mentioned. These properties are useful in discretization of
partial differential equations on hexahedral mesh, improving quality of the hexahedral
mesh, mesh generation and visualization.

The Chapter 3 is about CO2 flow in porous media. In this chapter, we present the
mathematical models and their discretization for capturing major physical processes as-
sociated with CO2 deposition in geological formations. Some important simulations of
practical applications in 2D and 3D are presented. The author has done the verification
of the existing software package named Athena for understanding CO2 deposition.

The Chapter 4 presents Control Volume discretization on adaptive meshes. In this
chapter, criteria for adaptive refinement and an adaptive algorithm is presented. Numer-
ical examples of single phase flow in heterogenous media are also reported.

The following papers are included in the Part II

Paper A : A New Smoothing Algorithm for Quadrilateral and Hexahedral Meshes
This paper presents an alternative to the Laplacian smoothing. The new smoothing
is called the parallelogram smoothing. Parallelogram smoothing tries to fit a do-
main with the best possible parallelograms or parallelepipeds. Since many numerical
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methods in porous media flow such as the well known MPFA produces a symmetric
system on parallelogram meshes (cf. [2]). So, the parallelogram smoothing can be
useful for porous media flow simulations. Error of streamline methods on parallel-
ogram and parallelopiped mesh is minimum (see the Figures 7, 11 and 15 in [68]).
So, it can be useful in streamline simulation. This paper has been submitted in the
Journal of Computing Letters. A smaller version of the paper has been published in
the proceedings of the International Conference of Numerical Analysis and Applied
Mathematics (ICNAAM’05). The paper has been subjected to referee procedure.

Paper B : Hexahedral Mesh by Area Functional
We review the Area functional for generating hexahedral meshes. An algorithm
for optimization of the area functional is presented. Since a global optimization
can be computationally expensive, it is shown that such an optimization can be
applied locally. The paper has been published in the proceedings of the International
Conference of Numerical Analysis and Applied Mathematics (ICNAAM’05). The
paper has been subjected to referee procedure.

Paper C : An Effective Quadrilateral Mesh Adaptation
Paper is about generating adaptive quadrilateral meshes. We present an extension of
the Area functional for generating adaptive meshes. Several numerical examples are
reported for showing effectiveness of the functional. Generally for quadrilateral mesh
adaptation, we solve a coupled system of non-linear partial differential equations
such as the well known non-linear elliptic system. Presented new idea is simple
and computationally efficient. The other big plus of the method is that even after
generating the solution adapted grid, the cells remain convex. The paper has been
submitted in the Journal of Applied Mathematics Letters. A smaller version of the
paper has been published in the proceedings of the Third MIT Conference, MIT,
USA. The paper was subjected to referee procedure. For this work, the author was
awarded the Young Researcher Fellowship by the MIT.

Paper D : Deposition of Green House Gases by Compositional Simulator: Long
Term Reactive Transport of CO2 in the Sand of Utsira
In this work, we present the mathematical models and their discretization for cap-
turing major physical processes associated with CO2 sequestration/deposition in a
porous medium. We verify our simulator by comparing our results against available
results.

We are also simulating two scenarios with and without regional flow. We analyze
impact of fluid movement on long term CO2 migration at the Utsira. Here, we
analyze how flow of medium fluids affects important parameters such as the pH
and evolution of CO2 saturation. The input data for the simulations has similarity
with the CO2 storage facility at the Sleipner Vest field in the Norwegian sector of
the North sea. For example, the injection rate, injection period, properties of sand
and shale layers. My contributions to the paper include mesh generation in the
Utsira formation, development of geometrical and lithological models, coupling of
the Accrete and Athena code. The author has also written the article. The work is
done under the guidance of Gunnar Fladmark. The article has been submitted in
the Journal of Transport in Porous Media.
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Paper E : Control Volume Finite Difference On Adaptive Meshes
It is shown that discrete system formed on the adaptive meshes is not
only more accurate but are also well conditioned compared to the one
formed on the uniform meshes. Paper has been presented and submit-
ted at the 16th International Conference on Domain Decomposition Meth-
ods. The author has performed the numerical work reported in the arti-
cle. It will be subjected to referee procedure. The article is also available at
“http://www.cims.nyu.edu/dd16/proceedings/khattri contrib.pdf”.

Paper F : Grid Generation and Adaptation by Functionals
Paper reviews various functionals for grid generation and adaptation. It is a well
known fact that accuracy of a numerical simulation and quality of the grid are
strongly related. Here quality means orthogonality at the boundaries and quasi-
orthogonality within the critical regions, smoothness, bounded aspect ratios, solu-
tion adaptive behaviour, etc. In this article, we review various functionals for gen-
erating high quality structured quadrilateral meshes in two dimensional domains.
Analysis of Winslow and Modified Liao functionals are presented. Numerical exper-
iments are also reported to support our theoretical analysis. We demonstrate use of
the Area functional for generating adaptive quadrilateral meshes. A short version
of this paper has been published in the proceedings of the International Conference
of Numerical Analysis and Applied Mathematics (ICNAAM’05). The paper was
subjected to referee procedure. This extended version has been submitted in the
ICNAAM Journal named “Mathematical Methods in the Applied Sciences (Wiley
& Sons) ”.

Paper G : CO2 storage in the Utsira Formation-ATHENA 3D reactive transport
simulations
Article presents 3D simulation of CO2 sequestration/deposition at the Utsira for-
mation. Our model consists of fourteen chemical and sixteen mineral species. We
present 1000 years simulation of CO2 deposition.

In this work, the author prepared the geometrical model of the Utsira formation. He
coupled the ACCRETE geochemistry module and the Athena simulator. The author
performed all the simulations. For this work, the author was guided by Gunnar
Fladmark. The paper has been submitted in the Journal of Basin Modelling.

Paper H : Numerical convergence on adaptive grids for control volume methods
The article presents convergence of the Finite Volume Method on uniform and adap-
tive meshes. We also analyse convergence of the method in various norms (L2

convergence for pressure and Darcy velocity and L∞ convergence for pressure) on
uniform meshes for problems with regularity H1+γ, for γ = 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9. For
numerical work, we consider mixed boundary (Neumann + Dirichlet). The author
did the numerical work. For implementing Multi Point Flux on adaptive meshes,
the author was guided by Ivar Aavatsmark. The article has been submitted in the
Journal of Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Problems involving multiphase flow, multicomponent transport and heat transfer in
heterogeneous porous media have wider practical applications. Examples are deposi-
tion/sequestration of green-house gases, hydrocarbon flow, ground-water contamination
and remediation. Such problems can have singular or localised solutions. Although con-
temporary computers are growing ever more powerful and capable of describing flows with
increasing precision, it is still very difficult to capture problems with singular behaviour.
Due to computational efficiency and accuracy, special solution techniques, such as adap-
tive, locally refined and locally adjusted meshes are preferred over uniform meshes for
capturing singular or localised solutions. Chapter 4 and Articles E, H extend Finite Vol-
ume Method to adaptive meshes. The presented technique can be implemented in existing
simulators. Such an implementation can improve simulation capabilities of the simulator.
This work is concerned with developing new numerical tools or extending existing simu-
lation tools for understanding reactive transport in porous media. We study deposition
of CO2 in deep saline aquifers. See Chapters 3 and Articles D, G. Largescale injection of
CO2 into aquifers induces a variety of coupled physical and chemical processes. It involves
two phases (CO2 and brine), and there exists mass transfer inbetween the phases. CO2

deposition is a multicomponent transport with mineral reactions. Mineral reactions can
change the medium properties by precipitation and dissolution in porous rocks, and it can
significantly modify the physical (porosity) and chemical properties (pH) of the porous
medium. Deposition of CO2 can be described by a coupled system of partial differential
equations (PDE). See Chapter 3 and Article D. Roughly speaking, numerically solving
these PDEs in a domain such as the Utsira formation is a three step process. The first
important step is dividing the given domain into smaller elements. This dividing process
is called mesh generation in the domain. See Chapter 1 and Articles A, B, C, F. The
second step is the discretization of the PDE (by methods such as Finite Volume and
Finite Element) on the generated mesh. See Chapters 3 and 4. The final step is solving
the formed system of equations. See Chapter 4 and Article H.

The main contributions of this research work are the following

1: - A software package is developed for multi-block grid generation. It is called RMS-GG.
RMS-GG contains algorithms for accurate description of geometrical and lithological
features of geological formations. The package can also model different boundary
conditions. It can import geometrical and lithological models from the commercial
packages such as the IRAP-RMS and Eclipse into the in-house research simulator
Athena. RMS-GG is used for mesh generation in the Utsira formation. See Papers
A, B, C, D, F, G and Chapters 2, 3.

2 : - The existing simulator Athena is extended for simulating reactive transport. 3D
simulations on the Utsira formation is performed by taking into account mineral and
chemical reactions. See Papers D, G and Chapter 3.
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3: - Software verification is an important and difficult problem. The author verified the
Athena simulation tool for simulating CO2 deposition. See Paper D and Chapter 3.

4 : - The author extended the Two-Point Finite Volume Method to adaptive meshes. For
this purpose, the author contributed in the form of an adaptive algorithm and an
adaptivity criterion. This scheme can be implemented in an existing simulator. See
Chapter 4 and Papers E, H.
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Chapter 2

GRID GENERATION IN GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS

Discretization of partial differential equations (PDEs) by numerical methods such as Finite
Elements, Finite Volumes or Finite Differences requires discretization of the domain of
interest into suitable (convex, linear) smaller elements. Depending on the method of
discretization, elements are called finite volumes or finite elements. These elements in
3D can be hexahedras, tetrahedras, prisms and pyramids where as in 2D these elements
can be triangles and quadrilaterals. Process of dividing a domain into smaller elements is
called mesh generation. In this chapter, algebraic and elliptic grid generation methods are
presented. Both methods produce structured grids. In structured meshes, every interior
node is connected to the same number of neighbouring nodes.

2.1 Algebraic Method of Grid Generation

In the algebraic method of grid generation, we seek an algebraic mapping from a cube
in computational or reference space to a physical space with the corresponding boundary
surfaces [78; 81]. Transfinite interpolation (TFI) is such an algebraic mapping. TFI is
also referred to as multivariate interpolation or Coons Patch. Figure 2.1 shows a mapping
from a unit cube in the reference space onto a physical domain. Let the reference or
computational space be defined by ξ, η and κ coordinates, and the physical space be
defined by x, y and z coordinates. Suppose there exists a transformation or mapping,
r = r(ξ, η, κ), which maps the unit cube onto the interior of the physical domain, and
this mapping maps the boundary surfaces of the cube to the corresponding boundary
surfaces of the physical domain. Thus, η = 1 surface of the cube is mapped to the
r(1, η, κ) boundary surface of the physical domain. Transfinite interpolation is the boolean
sum of univariate interpolations in each of the computational coordinates. Univariate
interpolations are also referred to as one dimensional projection operators or projectors.
Boolean sum of the projection operators are defined below. A univariate interpolation is
an operator that vary only in one dimension or roughly speaking it is a function of only
one reference coordinate. A univariate interpolation can be linear, quadratic and cubic.
Any univariate interpolation can be applied in a coordinate direction. Generally a higher
order interpolation operator is desired in flow direction. TFI is composed of 1D projection
operators, let us first define some one dimensional projection operators.

2.2 One Dimensional Projection Operators

A 1D projection operator or projector can be defined in many ways depending upon the
available information. For example, a linear projector can be formed from two surfaces;
a Hermite projector can be formed from two surfaces and directional derivatives at these
surfaces; a Lagrangian projector can be defined from two boundary surfaces and internal
surfaces.
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η = 0
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ξ
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F : k̂ 7−→ k

x y

z

Figure 2.1: Mapping a unit cube onto a physical domain.

Let the reference space be defined by ξ, η and κ coordinates (ξ ∈ [0, 1], η ∈ [0, 1]
and κ ∈ [0, 1]). Suppose there exists a transformation r(ξ, η, κ) from a unit cube in the
reference space onto a physical domain. That is r : k̂ 7−→ k. Let the physical space
be defined by six boundary surfaces. A ξ surface in the physical space is a surface on
which value of ξ is constant. Thus, two ξ boundary surfaces are r(0, η, κ) and r(1, η, κ).
Similarly, two η and κ boundary surfaces are given as r(ξ, 0, κ), r(ξ, 1, κ) and r(ξ, η, 0),
r(ξ, η, 1), respectively. From these six boundary surfaces, the following 1D projection
operators are defined

Pξ
def
= (1− ξ) r(0, η, κ) + ξ r(1, η, κ) , (2.1)

Pη
def
= (1− η) r(ξ, 0, κ) + η r(ξ, 1, κ) , (2.2)

Pκ
def
= (1− κ) r(ξ, η, 0) + κ r(ξ, η, 1) . (2.3)

The projectors Pξ, Pη and Pκ are 1D projection operators and they are functions of the
coordinates (ξ, η, κ). The projection operators defined by equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3)
are linear in ξ, η and κ coordinates. It can be notice that the operators are defined from
two surfaces of a particular kind. For example, Pξ is defined from two ξ boundary surfaces
in the physical space r(0, η, κ) and r(1, η, κ).

If in addition to the boundary surfaces we also know the internal surfaces of a domain
then a projection operator can also be defined from more than two surfaces of a kind.
For example, if there are n + 1 surfaces of ξ type (n− 1 internal curves and 2 boundary
surfaces) then Pξ projection operator can be defined as

Pξ
def
=

n∑
j=0

βj(ξ) r(ξj, η, κ) , (2.4)
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[14; 72]. Here, j = 0 and j = n are the boundary surfaces while j = 1, . . . , n− 1 are the
internal surfaces, and βj is the Lagrangian weighting factor. The Lagrangian weighting
factor is given as follows

βj(ξ) =
n∏

i=0, i 6=j

(
ξ − ξi

ξj − ξi

)
. (2.5)

It can be notice that the weighting factor βj(ξ) is an order n polynomial having zeros at
all of the surfaces except the jth surface. The Lagrangian weighting factor satisfies the
following

βj(ξi) =

{
1 if i = j ,

0 if i 6= j ,
and

n∑
j=0

βj = 1.0 . (2.6)

Now let us express the Lagrangian projection operator in another form. The numerator
in the Lagrange weighting factor (2.5) can be written as

[(ξ − ξ0) (ξ − ξ1) · · · (ξ − ξn)]

(ξ − ξj)
=

Ω

(ξ − ξj)
, (2.7)

[see 14]. Let us define the barycentric weights as [14]

ωj =
1∏n

i=0, i 6=j(ξj − ξi)
. (2.8)

Using equations (2.7) and (2.8), the Lagrangian projection operator (2.4) can also be
written as [14]

Pξ
def
= Ω

n∑
j=0

ωj

ξ − ξj

r(ξj, η) . (2.9)

In the grid generation literature, the equation (2.4) is used but the new form (2.9) is
computationally more efficient [cf. 14]. Similarly, if in addition to the boundary surfaces
we are also given the derivatives (direction vectors) on these boundary surfaces then we can
define the Hermite interpolation operators. For example, if we are given two ξ surfaces :
r(0, η, κ) and r(1, η, κ), and let the direction vectors on these surfaces be r′(0, η, κ) and
r′(0, η, κ), respectively. Then, the 1D Hermite projection operator can be defined as

Pξ
def
= (2 ξ3 − 3 ξ2 + 1) r(0, η, κ) + (−2 ξ3 + 3 ξ2) r(1, η, κ)

+ (ξ3 − 2 ξ2 + ξ) r′(0, η, κ) + (ξ3 − ξ2) r′(1, η, κ) .
(2.10)

Hermite projectors are easy to implement and are powerful tools for grid generation. Grid
lines can be made orthogonal by the proper choice of direction vectors. This may help in
accurate modelling of boundary conditions.

Figure 2.2 shows a physical domain containing three ξ, three η and two κ surfaces.
Since the domain contains three ξ surfaces, three η surfaces and two κ surfaces thus we
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η

ξ

κ

Figure 2.2: A 3D physical domain con-
taining 3 ξ, 3 η and 2 κ surfaces.

η = 0

η = η1
η = 1

η

ξ

κ

Figure 2.3: A 3D physical domain con-
taining 2 ξ, 3 η and 2 κ surfaces.

can define a Lagrangian Pξ operator, a Lagrangian Pη operator and a linear Pκ operator.
Figure 2.3 shows another physical domain with two ξ, three η (r(ξ, 0, κ), r(ξ, η1, κ) and
r(ξ, 1, κ)) and two κ surfaces. For this domain, a linear Pξ, a Lagrangian Pη and a linear
Pκ operators can be defined. For this domain, the Lagrangian Pη operator is given as

Pη = Ω

[(
ω0

η − 0

)
r(ξ, 0, κ) +

(
ω1

η − η1

)
r(ξ, η1, κ) +

(
ω2

η − 1

)
r(ξ, 1, κ)

]
, (2.11)

where Ω is given as,
Ω = η (η − η1) (ξ − ξ3) ,

and ω0, ω1, ω2 and ω3 are given as,

ω0 =
1

η1

, ω1 =
1

(−η1) (1− η1)
, ω2=

1

(−1) (η1 − 1)
. (2.12)

Now let us study two important and useful properties of projection operators. These
properties are called tensor product and boolean sum of projection operators.

2.3 Properties of Projection Operators

This section presents two important properties of projection operators.

2.3.1 Tensor Product

Tensor product Pξ◦η of the projection operators Pξ and Pη is defined as follows

Pξ◦η
def
= Pξ ◦Pη = (1− ξ) [Pη]ξ=0 + ξ [Pη]ξ=1 . (2.13)
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Here, Pξ is assumed to be linear projection operator as defined by the equation (2.1). It
is clear from equation (2.13) that Pξ is a projection operator. That is Pξ◦ξ = Pξ. If Pξ

is Lagrangian projection operator then the tensor product is defined as

Pξ◦η
def
= Pξ ◦Pη =

n∑
j=0

βj(ξ) [Pη]ξ=ξj
. (2.14)

Tensor product of two projection operators is also a projection operator (Pξ◦η is a pro-
jection operator). Since tensor product is also a projection operator, it is commutative
in nature. That is Pξ◦η = Pη◦ξ. Similarly tensor products can be defined for an arbi-
trary number of projection operators. For example, the tensor product of three projection
operators is defined as follows

Pξ◦η◦κ
def
= Pξ ◦ (Pη ◦Pκ) = (1− ξ) [Pη◦κ]ξ=0 + ξ [Pη◦κ]ξ=1 . (2.15)

In the above equation, the projection operator Pξ is linear.

2.3.2 Boolean Sum

Boolean sum of two projection operators is a also a projection operator and it is defined
as follows

Pξ⊕η
def
= Pξ ⊕Pη = Pξ + Pη −Pξ◦η . (2.16)

Here, Pξ◦η is the tensor product of the Pξ and Pη projection operators. Boolean sum
is commutative in nature. That is Pξ ⊕ Pη = Pη ⊕ Pξ. Since boolean sum is also a
projection operator thus it follows the projection property. That is Pξ⊕ξ = Pξ. Similarly,
the boolean sum can also be defined for an arbitrary number of projection operators. The
boolean sum of three projectors is defined by using the fact that boolean sum and tensor
product of two projection operators are also projection operators. Thus, the boolean sum
of Pξ, Pη and Pκ operators is given as

Pξ⊕η⊕κ = Pξ ⊕Pη ⊕Pκ ,

= Pξ ⊕ (Pη ⊕Pκ) ,

= Pξ ⊕ (Pη + Pκ −Pη◦κ) ,

= Pξ ⊕Pη + Pξ ⊕Pκ −Pξ ⊕Pη◦κ ,

= Pξ + Pη −Pξ◦η + Pξ + Pκ −Pξ◦κ −Pξ −Pη◦κ + Pξ◦η◦κ .

Thus,

Pξ⊕η⊕κ = Pξ + Pη + Pκ −Pξ◦η −Pξ◦κ −Pη◦κ + Pξ◦η◦κ . (2.17)

Here, Pξ◦η denotes the tensor product of Pξ and Pη projection operators and Pξ◦η◦κ
denotes the tensor product of Pξ, Pη and Pκ projection operators.
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2.3.3 Transfinite Interpolation

Boolean sum of projection operators is the basis for Transfinite Interpolation. TFI are
used extensible for algebraic grid generation. 1D projection operators (Pξ, Pη, Pκ) comes
in many flavours such as the Lagrangian and the Hermite, Transfinite Interpolation can
be defined by many different expressions depending upon how the 1D projection operators
are defined. Linear Transfinite Interpolation creates a grid in 3D or 2D using surfaces or
curves that define the boundaries. The quality of the generated grid strongly depends on
the parametrizations of the boundary curves. In its simplest form this mapping blends
two given surfaces or curves to create a grid in the region bounded by the surfaces or
curves. Linear Transfinite Interpolation mapping is defined from 4 curves in 2D or 6
surfaces in 3D. Transfinite Interpolation mapping will only give a reasonable grid if

i : - The surfaces that define the boundary match at the edges.

ii : - The surfaces are parametrized in the same direction. Otherwise grid lines could
cross each other.

We are using the expression given by the equation (2.17) for mesh generation. The position
vector in the physical space is given as

r(ξ, η, κ) = Pξ+η+κ = Pξ ⊕Pη ⊕Pκ (2.18)

It should be noted here that Pξ, Pη and Pκ are 1D projectors and they can be in the
linear, Lagrangian or in the Hermite form. We have implemented the above form of TFI
for algebraic grid generation in our package RMS-GG. The program can adaptively use
various kind of 1D projectors. Since the boolean sum is a projection operator and TFI is
also a boolean sum, TFI is also a projection operator.

If the surfaces of the geological formation are not smooth, then the grid generated with
transfinite interpolation will not be smooth since Transfinite Interpolation propagate the
surface smoothness property inside the domain. It is a well known fact that quality of
grid (orthogonality of grid lines and convexity of cells) directly influences conditioning of
discrete system and accuracy of the discrete solution [1; 57; 84; 85; 86]. There are various
methods for improving quality of the generated meshes like the Jacobian conditioning and
the Laplacian smoothing. The Jacobian conditioning [57; 78; 83; 84; 85; 86, and refer-
ences therein] is robust but is computationally very expensive. The Laplacian smoothing
technique locate nonsmooth locations to the average locations. Recently authors proposed
an alternative to the Laplacian smoothing known as the parallelogram smoothing. It is
presented in the paper A. The Parallelogram technique tries to fit the domain with the
best possible parallelograms in 2-D and 3-D. Multi Point Flux Approximations (MPFA)
are used for numerically capturing porous media flow. Since MPFA discretization on
parallelogram grid results in a symmetric positive definite discrete system. The author
believe that the parallelogram smoothing is especially applicable for porous media flow.

2.3.4 RMSGG : A multi-block algebraic grid generator

RMSGG is a multiblock grid generation package. It is written in the C++ language. Dis-
cretizing a complicated 3D domain into good quality hexahedral elements is a difficult
work. There is no algorithm that guarantees generating good quality hexahedral elements
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[29; 97]. Many geological formations and reservoirs of interest can be divided into layers
based on the geological characteristics such as faults, pinchouts or the lithological prop-
erties such as shale and sandstone. Each of these layers can be meshed into hexahedrals
by the algebraic methods independent of other layers. In this way grid distribution and
quality of mesh can be improved and controlled in each of the layers separately. This tech-
nique is called the multilayer or the multiblock approach. This approach is similar to the
concept of domain decomposition (DD) [111; 114] (divide a big problem into smaller ones
and solve smaller problems on separate computers and glue the solutions together). The
main reasons why we choose multiblock/multilayer structured grid generation approach
for geological formations are the following

I : - Many geological formations can be handle by this concept.

II : - It makes parallelization of a single phase problem straight forward. The multi-
block/multilayer concept used as a domain decomposition approach allows the
direct parallelization of both grid generation and flow codes on massively parallel
systems. The author wants to point out that parallelization of multiphase problems
is very difficult compared to single phase problems.

III : - Grid density, distribution and quality can be controlled easily. It is desirable that
in the areas of expected great nonlinear changes of solutions (around wells and
material discontinuity) mesh should be refined.

IV: - Controllability over the simulation. For example, the implementation of lithology
and local optimization of mesh.

V: - Though at the global level multilayer grids are unstructured in nature. Still at local
level mesh can be expressed by logical numbering. Optimization of the quality of
structured grids is easier. Instead of performing global mesh optimization, mesh
can be optimized around critical locations such as wells. Structured grids can
easily be made orthogonal at the boundaries and also almost orthogonal within
the solution domain thus facilitating implementation of boundary conditions and
also increase numerical accuracy. Discretization of PDEs on structured meshes is
easier than on unstructured meshes.

VI : - A structured grid produces a structured matrix and thus makes it easier to use
sophisticated linear solvers.

2.3.5 Example 1 : Algebraic Grid Generation

We are using linear Transfinite Interpolation for grid generation. The geological formation
shown in Figure 2.4 is divided into 9 layers based on the property of the medium. Four
of these nine layers are are densly meshed.

2.3.6 Example 2 : Lithology Implementation

For Finite Volume computation, lithology of the medium is associated with each finite
volume. We have implemented algorithms in the RMSGG package for associating lithology
with the cells. Figure 2.5 is an output of this package.
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Figure 2.4: Multiblock grid generation in a layered geological formation.

Figure 2.5: An Example of complex lithology implementation.
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Figure 2.6: Trilinear mapping FK from a reference unit cube (K̂) on the left to the
hexahedra (K) in the physical space.

2.4 A Note About Trilinear Mapping

A hexahedral element in the physical space can be expressed by a trilinear mapping from a
unit cube in reference space as shown in the Figure 2.6. Trilinear mapping is an algebraic
expression which expresses the position vectors in the physical space as a function of
position vector in the reference space (FK(ξ, η, κ) : K̂ −→ K). Trilinear mapping can be
formulated from 1D projection operators.

Trilinear mapping is the tensor product of three one dimensional projectors given by
equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). Thus trilinear mapping is given as

Pξηκ := Pξ ◦Pη ◦Pκ = (1− ξ)[Pηκ]ξ=0 + ξ[Pηκ]ξ=1, (2.19)

or

Pξηκ = (1− ξ)(1− η)(1− κ) r(0, 0, 0) + ξ (1− η)(1− κ) r(1, 0, 0)

+ (1− ξ) η (1− κ) r(0, 1, 0) + (1− ξ)(1− η) κ r(0, 0, 1)

+ ξ η (1− κ) r(1, 1, 0) + (1− ξ) η κ r(0, 1, 1)

+ ξ (1− η) κ r(1, 0, 1) + ξ η κ r(1, 1, 1), (2.20)

Let FK = Pξηκ. It is clear that FK ∈ Q3
1. If K is a convex hexahedra, there exists a

unique invertible mapping FK ∈ Q3
1 that maps K̂ into K. If FK is one to one map then

K := FK(K̂). The edges of a hexahedra are always straight segments, but each face is
planar if and only if its four vertices lie in the same plane. Trilinear map can also expresses
non planar hexahedra [98]. Replacing terms r(i, j, k) by rijk in the equation (2.19) reads
as follows

r = r000 + ξ (r100 − r000) + η (r010 − r000) + κ (r001 − r000)
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+ ξ η (r000 + r110 − r100 − r010) + ξ κ (r000 + r101 − r100 − r001)

+ η κ (r000 + r011 − r001 − r010)

+ ξ η κ (r100 + r010 + r001 + r111 − r000 − r110 − r101 − r011), (2.21)

or
r = c0 + ξ cξ + η cη + κ cκ + ξ η cξη + ξ κ cξκ + η κ cηκ + ξ η κ cξηκ. (2.22)

Here : 
cξη : bottom surface;
cξκ : front surface;
cηκ : left surface.

It can be easily seen that cξη will be zero if the bottom surface of the hexahedra is a
parallelogram. If any two pair (ξ or η or κ) of surfaces are parallelogram, the term cξηκ

will be zero.

Trilinear mapping FK(K̂) is widely used for discretizing PDEs [91] with methods such
as Finite Volume, Finite Element and Finite Difference. One of the major problem in
numerical computation is ensuring the invertibility of the mapping FK(K̂). Trilinear
mapping FK(K̂) is not linear. The positivity of the Jacobian at the vertices does not
ensure the global invertibility of FK(K̂) (or ensuring the invertibility of the mapping is
computationally intensive). One encouraging fact about parallelepipeds is that the map-
ping FK(K̂) becomes linear. Thus parallelepipeds in the physical space can be expressed
as : K = C + J · K̂. Here J is the Jacobain matrix of FK(K̂). For a linear mapping,
the Jacobian J is independent of (ξ, η, κ). Assuming that J is not singular and also that
the element is not inverted (i.e., J is positive) then the mapping FK(K̂) is invertible
everywhere in K̂ and the inverse mapping is given as K̂ = J−1 ·K − J−1 · C.

2.4.1 Properties of Trilinear Map

2.4.1.1 Covariant and Contravariant Vectors

The trilinear mapping is a function of ξ, η and κ. Differentiation of the mapping wrt.
independent variables (ξ , η and κ) can be defined. Let us denote the three covariant base
vectors at any point in the reference space as

g1 =
∂r

∂ξ
, g2 =

∂r

∂η
and g3 =

∂r

∂κ
.

It can be easily seen that

g1 = cξ + η cξη + κ cξκ + η κ cξηκ, (2.23)

g2 = cη + ξ cξη + κ cξκ + ξ κ cξηκ, (2.24)

g3 = cκ + ξ cηκ + η cηκ + ξ η cξηκ. (2.25)

The base vector g1 points in the direction of increasing ξ. The three covariant basis
vectors {g1,g2,g3} at any point (ξ, η, κ) form a triad. At any point (ξ, η, κ) the Jacobian
(volume of the parallelepiped formed by the covariant base vectors gi) is given as

J = g1 · (g2 × g3), (2.26)
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Similarly at any point (ξ, η, κ) we can also define a dual basis called contravariant basis
{g1,g2,g3} as

g1 =
1

J
(g2 × g3), g2 =

1

J
(g3 × g1), g3 =

1

J
(g1 × g2). (2.27)

The contravariant vector g1 is perpendicular to the plane defined by the covariant vectors
g2 and g3. Finite Volume Methods require computation of fluxes through surfaces and the
contra-variant vectors can be used for this. For example, g1 can be used for computing flux
through a surface spanned by the covariant vectors g2 and g3. Covariant and contravariant
vectors form a curvelinear basis. These are used for measuring distortion of hexahedral
cells [16; 29; 57; 81; 85; 118; 127]. These quantities can be computed a priori. For example
during grid generation.

2.4.1.2 Jacobian

Columns of the Jacobian matrix at a point are the covariant base vectors at that point.
Any column of the Jacobian matrix measures sensitivity of the transformation towards
a single independent variable and any row of the Jacobian matrix measures sensitivity
of transformation from all of the independent variables. The Jacobian matrix of the
transformation FK : K̂ −→ K is given as

J := DFK(ξ, η, κ) :=

[
∂r

∂ξ

∂r

∂η

∂r

∂κ

]
, (2.28)

or

J := (DFK) (ξ, η, κ) =


∂x
∂ξ

∂x
∂η

∂x
∂κ

∂y
∂ξ

∂y
∂η

∂y
∂κ

∂z
∂ξ

∂z
∂η

∂z
∂κ

 =

 xξ xη xκ

yξ yη yκ

zξ zη zκ

 . (2.29)

For invertibility of the mapping Fk, the Jacobian matrix J is required to be strictly
positive definite matrix (all eigenvalues and the determinant of J are greater than zero)
at all points in the reference cube. The determinant of the Jacobian matrix (2.29) is given
as

J = xξ yη zκ + yξ zη xκ + zξ xη yκ − zξ yη xκ − yξ xη zκ − xξ zη yκ. (2.30)

It was found that quality of hexahedral cells is directly related to the condition number of
the Jacobian matrix of the trilinear mapping (see [86, and references therein]). Knupp [57;
78; 79; 83; 84; 85; 86, and references therein] suggested that optimization of the condition
number can remove distorted or singular elements (concave, badly shaped, invalid or
folded) from a mesh. The condition number [57] of the Jacobian matrix (2.28) is given as

k =

[
|g1|2 + |g2|2 + |g3|2

] 1
2
[
|g1 × g2|2 + |g2 × g3|2 + |g3 × g1|2

] 1
2

|(g1 × g2) · g3|
. (2.31)

Here g1, g2 and g3 are the covariant vectors.
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Figure 2.7: Mapping FK from a reference unit square (K̂) on the left to a physical domain
(K).

ξ

η

s

t

F1 : K̂ 7−→ K1

Figure 2.8: Mapping F1 from a unit square (K̂) in the reference space to a unit square in
the parameter space (K1).

2.4.2 G-Tensor

G-Tensor is defined as the product of transpose of Jacobian matrix with itself. It is always
symmetric positive definite. It is strictly positive definite if the mapping Fk is invertible.
Let us denote gij = gi · gj then the G-tensor is defined as

G := J tJ =

 g11 g12 g13

g21 g22 g23

g31 g32 g33

 . (2.32)

The matrix G is diagonal at a point (ξ, η, κ) in the reference space if the co-variant vectors
at this point are orthogonal to each other.

Similar properties can also be defined for any TFI mapping.

2.5 Elliptic Grid Generation

Apart from algebraic grid generation, the classical elliptic grid generation system are
also extensively used [78; 78; 80; 81; 82; 84]. We present non-linear elliptic system for
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generating adaptive quadrilateral grids in curved domains. Elliptic grid generation system
is known to produce smooth grids. For meshing a domain into non-simplex elements
(quadrilaterals in 2D and hexahedrals in 3D), we generally seek a mapping from a reference
square or cube to the physical domain. This mapping can be algebraic in nature like
Transfinite Interpolation or it can be expressed by a system of nonlinear partial differential
equations. The first study of elliptic grid generation was done by Winslow [123; 124]. For
grid generation, it is required that the mapping is invertible (onto and one to one). Proving
the invertibility of algebraic or differential mapping can be difficult and it depends on the
boundary of the physical domain. We are looking for a vector mapping, FK(K̂) = (x, y)t,
from a unit square in the reference space (K̂) to the physical space K; i.e., FK : K̂ 7−→ K.
Figure 2.7 shows such a mapping. Mapping FK gives the position of a point in the
physical space corresponding to a point in the computational space (reference space). Let
the physical space be given by the x and y coordinates and the computational space be
given by the ξ and η coordinates. We are using the following elliptic system for defining
the mapping FK = (x, y)t

g22
∂2x

∂ξ2
− 2 g12

∂2x

∂ξ∂η
+ g11

∂2x

∂η2
+ P xξ + Qxη = 0, (2.33)

g22
∂2y

∂ξ2
− 2 g12

∂2y

∂ξ∂η
+ g11

∂2y

∂η2
+ P yξ + Qyη = 0, (2.34)

where terms P and Q are used for grid adaptation and are given as

P = g22 P 1
11 − 2 g12 P 1

12 + g11 P 1
22, (2.35)

Q = g22 P 2
11 − 2 g12 P 2

12 + g11 P 2
22. (2.36)

Equations (4.29)-(4.30) are non-linear and are coupled through the coefficients gij (coef-
ficients of the metric tensor). Metric coefficients are given as

g11 = x2
ξ + y2

ξ , g22 = x2
η + y2

η and g12 = xξ xη + yξ yη. (2.37)

For generating grids in the physical space, the elliptic system (4.29)-(4.30) is solved for the
co-ordinates (x, y) on a unit square in the computational space by the method of Finite
Differences. Boundary of the physical domain is specified as the Dirichlet boundary
condition on the unit square in the computational space. In the Figure 2.7, rξ and rη are
the covariant base vectors at the point (xi, yj). Figure 2.9 shows a finite difference stencil
around the point (ξi, ηj) in the computational space. A finite difference approximation of
xξ and xη is

xξ =
x(i + 1, j)− x(i− 1, j)

2 ∆ξ
, xη =

x(i, j + 1)− x(i, j − 1)

2 ∆η
.

Similary xη and yη can be defined. Here, we are assuming that the grid in the com-
putational space is uniform. However, grid in the physical space can be compressed or
stretched.

Terms P k
ij (i = 1,2 and j = 1,2 and k = 1,2 and P k

12 = P k
21) in the equations (4.29)-(4.30)

are determined through another mapping F1. The mapping F1 is shown in the Figure
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(i, j)
(i− 1, j) (i + 1, j)

(i− 1, j + 1) (i + 1, j + 1)

(i− 1, j − 1) (i + 1, j − 1)(i, j − 1)

(i, j + 1)

Figure 2.9: Finite difference stencil in the ξ-η computational space.

2.8. This mapping maps a unit square in the computational space to a unit square in the
parameter space. For defining the mapping F1 : K̂ −→ K1, the boundary and internal
grid points of the parameter space are mapped to the reference space. The Jacobian
matrix T (columns are the covariant vectors) of the mapping F1 and the vectors P11, P12

and P22 are given as follows

T =

(
sξ sη

tξ tη

)
, P11 = −T−1

(
sξξ

tξξ

)
, (2.38)

P22 = −T−1

(
sηη

tξη

)
, P12 = −T−1

(
sξη

tξη

)
. (2.39)

The terms P 1
ij (i, j = 1, 2) are the first component of the vector Pij and the terms P 2

ij

are the second component of the vector Pij. It should be noted that the vectors P11, P12

and P22 can be computed a priori for clustering the grid points. A second order finite
difference approximation of different operators required for computing the vectors P11,
P22, P12 and the Jacobian T are given in the Table 2.1. We are using the stencil shown
in the Figure 2.9.

2.6 C++ Implementation

We have implemented the presented technique in the C++ language for generating adaptive
grids. It is freely available at www.mi.uib.no/∼sanjay. The package can write meshes
in the Matlab and GMV [101] formats. It consists of one Domain class. This class is used
for defining the unit square in the computational space, the unit square in the parameter
space and the physical domain. For clustering grids in the parameter space different
functions are defined in the domain class. The algorithm consists of two loops outer loop
and inner loop. The outer loop is controlled by the maximum number of SOR iterations
and a given tolerance. Each iteration of an inner loop provides a new mesh by the SOR
relaxation. The algorithm proceeds as follows. Generate grids in the computational and
parameter spaces. Compute the matrix T and vectors Pij for defining the mapping F1.
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Table 2.1: Finite difference approximation of continuous operators.

sξ =
s(i + 1, j)− s(i− 1, j)

2 ∆ξ
, sξξ =

s(i + 1, j)− 2 s(i, j) + s(i− 1, j)

∆ξ2

tξ =
t(i, j + 1)− t(i, j − 1)

2 ∆η
, tηη =

t(i, j + 1)− 2 t(i, j) + t(i, j − 1)

∆η2

sηη =
s(i, j + 1)− 2 s(i, j) + s(i, j − 1)

∆η2 , tξξ =
t(i + 1, j)− 2 t(i, j) + t(i− 1, j)

∆ξ2

sξη =
s(i + 1, j + 1) + s(i− 1, j − 1)− s(i− 1, j + 1)− s(i + 1, j − 1)

4 ∆ξ∆η

tξη =
t(i + 1, j + 1) + t(i− 1, j − 1)− t(i− 1, j + 1)− t(i + 1, j − 1)

4 ∆ξ∆η

An initial grid, rold, on the physical region is generated (say by Transfinite Interpolation).
The first step of the outer loop is to generate an initial grid, rold, in the physical space.
The coupled elliptic system are linearized by the method of finite difference and the
resulting system is solved by the SOR relaxation. Each iteration of SOR provide a new
mesh, rnew. The next iteration of outer loop starts if the difference in the old and new
mesh (‖rnew − rold‖) is greater than the tolerance or the iteration of the outer loop is less
than the maximum iterations. During the next iteration of the outer loop the old mesh
is replaced by the newly formed mesh; i.e., rold = rnew. The outer loop is exited if the
difference between the old and new values is less than a given tolerance.

2.6.1 Numerical Examples : Elliptic Grid Generation

2.6.1.1 Example 1

In this example, P = 0 and Q = 0 in the equations (4.29) and (4.30). The equations are
still non-linear and coupled through the coefficients gij. The resulting system is called
the Winslow equations. One inherent property of the elliptic grid generators is that the
grid generated is always smooth; i.e., discontinuities in slope at the boundaries are not
propagated into the interior of the domain. Algebraic grid generators do propagate the
boundary discontinuity into the interior of the domain. In this example, we compare the
algebraic grids with elliptic grids. Figure 2.11 is the grid by the elliptic system. Figure
2.10 shows the grid generated by the transfinite interpolation. It is clear from Figure
2.10 that transfinite interpolation can generate folded grid for curved boundaries. For the
elliptic grid generator, we assumed initial position vector of internal nodes is zero vector.
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Figure 2.10: Folded Grid by Transfinite
Interpolation.

Figure 2.11: Smooth grid by elliptic
system.

2.6.1.2 Example 2

Figure 2.13 shows the grid in the parameter space for concentrating grids at the center
of the physical space. Parameter space is used for computing P and Q in the elliptic
grid generation system. Density of the grid in the physical space is determined by the
grid density in the parameter space. Figure 2.14 shows the converged grid in the physical
space.

2.6.1.3 Example 3

Figure 2.12 is the initial grid in the physical space. Figure 2.15 is the grid in the parameter
space for concentrating grids at the boundary of the physical domain. Adaptive grid in
the physical space is shown in the Figure 2.16.

2.6.1.4 Example 4

Figure 2.12 is the initial grid in the physical space. Figure 2.17 presents grid in the
parameter space. The final adaptive grid is shown in the Figure 2.18.
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Figure 2.12: Initial grid in the physical space.

Figure 2.13: Grid in the parameter space. Figure 2.14: Grid by elliptic system.

Figure 2.15: Grid in the parameter space. Figure 2.16: Grid by elliptic system.
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Figure 2.17: Grid in the parameter space. Figure 2.18: Grid by elliptic system.

The Article C presents a simple technique for generating adaptive quadrilateral
meshes. Paper F reviews functionals for grid generation and adaptation.

2.7 Grid Generation and Simulations in Geological Formations

Grid generation is the first important step in performing a successful simulation. For the
reasons of simplicity, let us consider the single phase pressure equation. Discretization
of the single phase pressure equation div (−K grad p) = q on a grid results in a discrete
system Aph = b. Here the operator A consists of the following information

1. Grid.

2. Medium property K.

3. Dirichlet boundary conditions.

The right hand vector b consists the following information

1. Sources such as wells.

2. Flux and Dirichlet boundary conditions.

Ensuring monotonicity of the operator A is a big concern in porous media flow. For
example, a non-monotone operator can produce un-physical results and it can also retard
the convergence of the Newton’s iteration.

Many discretization schemes have been proposed in the literature for improving mono-
tone behaviour of the operator A. Implementing a new discretization scheme in an ex-
isting porous media simulator is a difficult task compared to improving the quality of
the underlying grid. Roughly speaking, problems such as non-monotone behaviour of a
discretization scheme are caused by the underlying grid. Instead of using a new discretiza-
tion technique for a new grid. Improving the quality of the underlying grid can improve
the monotone characteristic of a discretization scheme.
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Chapter 3

FLOW OF CO2 IN POROUS MEDIA

Today many experts agree that emission of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere is caus-
ing the global warming. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is one of the greenhouse gases and is
considered by far mostly responsible for global warming. Instead of releasing CO2 into
the atmosphere, CO2 can be captured and stored in underground geological formations.
CO2 can be sequestrated in depleted oil and gas fields, coal mines and deep saline aquifers
as shown in Figure 3.1. In Table 3.1, estimates of storage capacities for different geological
formations are presented [58].

Sequestration of CO2 in porous media is a multi-component, multi-phase, reactive
transport; moreover reactive transport of multi-component and multi-phase system in a
porous medium is a mixture of many sciences. Reactive transport of multi-component
and multi-phase system involves physical and chemical processes. Physical processes can
be convection and diffusion of species and chemical processes can be reaction of species
with each other, with the medium fluids and even with the medium such as mineral
reactions. Such reactive transport can be described by coupled non-linear system of partial
differential equations (PDEs). These PDEs can be solved numerically for capturing the
physics and chemistry of the underlying phenomenon.

Figure 3.1: Various options of CO2 sequestration.
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Storage Option Global Capacity (Gt. [gigatons] CO2)
Depleted gas fields 690

Depleted oil fields/CO2-EOR 120
Deep saline aquifers 400 - 10 000

Unminable coal seams 40

Table 3.1: Estimate of Storage Capacities for Different Geological Trap Types

3.1 The Athena

In this work we are using in-house research simulator Athena for understanding flow
pattern of CO2 in porous medium. Athena was a result of a large European Union project
running from January 1994 till December 1996. It has been under constant development
since then and there are various versions of Athena. It has been extensively used in the
past for understanding migration of hydrocarbons in reservoir formations and fractures
[53; 59; 60; 107]. It was written in the C++ programming language, and consists of many
independent modules.

Athena solves the temperature equation, the water pressure equation and nc (number
of chemical components) molar mass conservation equations. Thermodynamic computa-
tions in Athena can use both a fully generalized compositional model based on a cubic
equation of state and a black oil model based on dew and bubble point curves. The tem-
perature equation is solved first. The pressure and molar mass equations are nonlinear
and depend on each other. There are two approaches for solving pressure and molar mass
conservation equations:

1. Sequential implicit.

2. Implicit pressure and Explicit Composition (IMPEC)

In the Sequential implicit approach, the pressure equation is solved implicitly and the
molar mass equations are solved in sequential implicit fashion using binary mixture ther-
modynamics. The phase calculations are done by tables for dew and bubble points. In the
second approach, the pressure equation is solved implicitly and the molar mass equations
are solved explicitly using CFL criteria for stability.

In the next section, continuum equations and their discretization is presented.

3.2 Continuum Equations of CO2 Flow in Porous Medium

In this section, we will derive continuum equations for CO2 dynamics in a porous medium.
For notational convenience, the sub-index are used for denoting components and the
super-index for denoting phases.

The system consists of two phases : water phase (w) and gas phase (g). Let there
be total nc components distributed in-between these two phases. These components can
be water, carbon-dioxide, sodium chloride, various kinds of chemicals etc. The primary
variables are temperature T , pressure P and molar masses Np of each of the components
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p. Our task in this section is to form partial differential equations for these primary
variables. Secondary variables like molar mass of component p in phase l, N l

p, can be
expressed in terms of the primary variables.

The geological formation can be divided into smaller elements called finite volumes.
Let us consider a finite volume with a volume V and with boundary S in space. We are
assuming that the finite volume is not changing with time. The geological formation is
composed of these finite volumes. Each of the volume V has unique medium properties
(porosity, permeability) associated with them. In a control/finite volume all the phases
can be present.

3.2.1 Mass Conservation Equation

A mass balance equation for a component p in a finite volume with volume V and surface
S is written as follows:

∂

∂t

∫
V

mp +

∫
V

∇ ·mp =

∫
V

qp, (3.1)

In the equation (3.1), the sub-script V on a integral sign indicates that it is a volume
integral. The equation (3.1) can be read as: the rate of change of a species p in a control
volume V is equal to the rate at which species p being generated or disappeared minus flux
of the species through the bounding surface (divergence of the species p). In the equation
(3.1), mp denotes the moles per unit volume (molar mass density) of the component p,
mp is the molar mass flux and qp denotes the number of moles of p that are generating
or disappearing per unit volume per unit time. Since the component p can be in any of
the phases (water and gas). The molar mass velocity of component p is given as

mp =
∑
l=w,g

C l
p ξl vl, (3.2)

In the equation (3.2), l denotes either the water or gas phase, C l
p denotes the mass fraction

of component p in phase l, ξl is the molar density of phase l (density/molecular weight)
and vl is the Darcy velocity of the phase l. Molar mass mp density of the component p is
given as

mp = φp

∑
l=w,g

C l
p Sl ξl, (3.3)

In the equation (3.3), φp is the porosity of the finite volume V (medium property). It
should be noted that the porosity can change due to mineral reactions. The total mass
Np of component p in the finite volume V is given as follows:

Np =

∫
V

mp. (3.4)

The total source/sink for the component p in the finite volume V is Qp =
∫

V
qp.
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3.2.2 Water Pressure Equation

Since water pressure is one of the primary variables an equation for water pressure is
required. This equation is constructed using the method of Volume Balance [21].

Define the difference R between the pore volume Vp and volume of all phases as

R = Vp −
∑
l=w,g

V l, (3.5)

This difference is a function of the water pressure Pw, the overburden pressure W , and
molar mass of each component Np; i.e., R = R(Pw, W , Np).

According to the Volume Balance method, the difference R between the volume of
pore Vp and the volume of all phases has to be zero at all time. Linearising the difference
R by expanding it through the Taylor Series in time reads as follows:

R(t + ∆t) = R(t) +
∂R

∂t
∆t, (3.6)

By the Volume Balance method, putting the term R(t+∆t) equal to zero and using chain
rule for (∂R/∂t) results in :

∂R

∂Pw

∂Pw

∂t
+

nc∑
i=1

∂R

∂Ni

∂Ni

∂t
= − R

∆t
− ∂R

∂W

∂W

∂t
. (3.7)

This is the equation for the water pressure, and it is parabolic in nature.

The CO2 gas phase pressure is given in terms of the water phase pressure and the
capillary pressure as :

PCO2 = PH2O + Pwg
c (P g = Pw + Pwg

c ). (3.8)

Here Pwg
c is the capillary pressure between water and gas phases.

3.2.3 Temperature Equation

For deriving the temperature equation, we are using the following energy conservation
equation for a control volume V

∂

∂t

∫
V

ρ u−
∫

S

k∇T = −
∫

S

h ρu +

∫
V

q, (3.9)

where ρ u represents the capacity term, and h ρu represents the convective flux term.
These terms are expressed as follows:

ρ u =
∑
l=w,g

φpS
lulρl + urρr (1− φp), (3.10)

h ρu =
∑
l=w,g

hlρlvl. (3.11)
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Here k is the bulk heat conductivity, ρr is the mass density of the rock, ur is the internal
energy of the rock, ul is the internal energy of the phase l, and hl is the enthalpy of the
phase l.

3.3 Discretization of the Continuum Equations

3.3.1 Discretization of Molar Mass Equation

In the following section, we derive an implicit formulation of the mass transport equation
(3.1) [47; 105; 107? ]. After substituting (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) and

∫
V

qp = Qp in the equation
(3.1) reads

∂Np

∂t
+

∫
V

∑
l=w,g

∇ ·
(
C l

p ξl vl
)

= Qp, (3.12)

The total molar mass of a phase l (water or gas) is given as N l = V l ξl (volume of phase l
times the molar density of phase l). Let the specific volume of the phase l is al (al = 1/V l).
Substituting ξl and V l in the equation (3.12)

∂Np

∂t
+

∫
V

∑
l=w,g

∇ ·
(
C l

p al N l vl
)

= Qp, (3.13)

Applying the divergence theorem to the second term in the above equation and substi-
tuting the molar mass of component p in the phase l (N l

p = C l
p N l) reads

∂Np

∂t
+

∫
S

∑
l=w,g

(
N l

p al vl
)
· n̂ = Qp, (3.14)

In the equation (3.14), n̂ is the unit normal to the surface S pointing away from the
center of the control volume V. Let the boundary surface S is composed of small surfaces
Si such that ∪Si = S and Si ∩ Sj = 0 if i 6= j.

Space discretization of the equation (3.14) is done by Cell Centered Finite Difference
approximation method and the continuity of the flux term is enforced on the interfaces.
The surface integral in the equation (3.14) can be written in the discretized form as
follows: ∫

S

∑
l=w,g

(
N l

p al vl
)
· n̂ ≈

∑
Si

∑
l=w,g

(
N l

p al
)
[in]

θl
i, (3.15)

In the equation (3.15), θl
i = (vl · n̂)i Ai. Here Ai is the surface area of the interface Si.

The subindex in denotes the upstream control volume with respect to the interface Si of
the control volume V . Substituting equation (3.15) in the equation (3.14) results in

∂Np

∂t
+
∑
Si

∑
l=w,g

(
N l

p al
)
[in]

θl
i = Qp, (3.16)
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In the above equation, the convective part θl
i and the specific phase volume al are com-

puted at the time tn while N l
p is computed at time tn+1.

∂Np

∂t
+
∑
Si

∑
l=w,g

([
N l

p

]n+1 [
al
]n)

[in]

[
θl

i

]n
= [Qp]

n , (3.17)

Time discretization in the above equation is done by the Backward Euler approximation

[Np]
n+1 − [Np]

n

∆t
+
∑
Si

∑
l=w,g

([
N l

p

]n+1 [
al
]n)

[in]

[
θl

i

]n
= [Qp]

n , (3.18)

In the equation (3.18), Np is the primary variable and N l
p is the secondary variable.

Our task is to express secondary variables in terms of primary variables. Since N l
p is a

function of the molar masses of individual components (the primary variables Np), i.e.,
N l

p = N l
p(N1, N2, .....). Linearising the molar mass of component p in the phase l in terms

of molar masses of species by the Taylor series

[
N l[k+1]

p

]n
=
[
N l[k]

p

]n
+
∑

µ

(∂N l
p

∂Nµ

)[k]
n

· [∆Nµ]n , (3.19)

In the above equation, the summation is over all the components nc, [k] is the point about
which Taylor series was expanded to get the value at the point [k + 1], and [∆Nµ]n =[
N

[k+1]
µ

]n
−
[
N

[k]
µ

]n
. For simplifying the above formulation, we are ignoring the cross-

derivative terms in the equation (3.19). The assumption of negligible cross-derivatives
between different components eliminates the coupling and makes it possible to achieve
greater computer efficiency by sequential solution [60; 60]. Thus, considering

∂N l
p

∂Nµ

= 0 if p 6= µ (3.20)

in the equation (3.19), we will get

[
N l[k+1]

p

]n
=
[
N l[k]

p

]n
+

(∂N l
p

∂Np

)[k]
n

· [∆Np]
n , (3.21)

Substituting equation (3.21) into equation (3.18) results in the following Newton Iteration

J
[
∆Np

[k]
]n

= βp, (3.22)

Nk+1
p = Nk

p + ∆Np
[k] k = 0, 1, . . . . (3.23)
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Here N0
p = [Np]

n, the Jacobian and right hand side is given as:

J =

 I

∆t
+

(∑
Si

∑
l=w,g

(
∂N l

p

∂Np

)[
al
]n

[θl
i]

n

)
[in]

k

, (3.24)

βp = Qp −
[Nk

p ]n − [Np]
n

∆t
−
∑
Si

∑
l=w,g

[
N l[k]

p al
]n
[in]

[θl
i]

n. (3.25)

After sufficient number of iterations, i.e., when k →∞ then Nk+1
p → [Np]

n+1.

3.3.2 Discretization of Temperature Equation

The conductive term in the heat flow equation (3.9) is approximated by Two Point Flux
Approximation (TPFA) as follows∫

S

k∇T =
∑
m

∫
Sm

k∇T ≈
∑
m

∑
j

ξij (Tj − Ti), (3.26)

where the index j means a control volume with a temperature Tj sharing the interface Sm.
Sm is the mth part of the surface boundary S. ξij is the conductivity coupling coefficient
of the two control volumes i and j sharing the interface Sm.

The source term in the equation (3.9) is treated explicitly for each control volume∫
V

q ≈ Q, (3.27)

The convective flux in the heat flow equation (3.9) is small compared to the conductive
flux. So it can be neglected or can be treated explicitly. For explicit treatment the Darcy
velocity at the boundary surfaces are approximated by the value at the upstream control
volume. The convective flux term is discretized as∫

S

h ρu =
∑
m

∫
Sm

h ρu ≈
∑
m

[
Am

∑
l=w,g

hl ρl
(
vl
)UP

]
= Φ, (3.28)

where Sm is denoting the mth part of the surface S with a surface area Am, and UP is
denoting the upstream control volume.

The capacity term in the equation (3.9) is a function of temperature. Both the internal
energy of the phase ul and the internal energy of rock ur in the capacity term are dependent
on temperature. The capacity term is treated as:

∂

∂t

∫
V

ρ u '
∫

V

∂

∂t
(ρ u) '

∫
V

β
∂T

∂t
, (3.29)

where β is given as:

β =
∑
l=w,g

φp Sl clρl + cr ρr (1− φp), (3.30)
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In the above equation, cl = ∂ul/∂T is the specific heat capacity of phase l and cr = ∂ur/∂T
is the specific heat capacity of rock. For discretization β is approximated by cell center
value.

After substituting the above terms, the discrete form of energy conservation equation
(3.9) for a control volume i with volume Vi and surface Si reads as

βi
∂Ti

∂t
+
∑
m

ξij(Tj − Ti) = Qi − Φi, (3.31)

Backward Euler is used for time discretization. The above equation can be expressed in
residual form by matrix notation as

F(Tn+1) ≡ D(Tn+1)
Tn+1 −Tn

∆tn
+ A(Tn+1)Tn+1 − b(Tn) = 0, (3.32)

where D(Tn+1) =diag(βi), A(Tn+1) = [ξij] and b(Tn) = (Qi−Φi). The rock temperature
is almost constant, and both the convection and conduction terms have coefficients which
are dominated by the rock temperatures. The Newton algorithm for the above non-linear
equation can be written as

J∆Tk = −fn, (3.33)

Tk+1 = Tk + ∆Tk k = 0, 1, . . . . (3.34)

Here

J =
D(Tn)

∆tn
+ A(Tn), (3.35)

fn = A(Tn)Tn − bn. (3.36)

In the limit k →∞, Tk+1 → Tn+1.

3.3.3 Discretization of the Water Pressure Equation

Space discretization of the water pressure equation (3.7) is done by cell centered volume
method

δ[i]

∂Pw
[i]

∂t
+

nc∑
p=1

εp[i]

∂Np[i]

∂t
= s[i], (3.37)

where

δ[i] =

(
∂R

∂pw

)
[i]

, εp[i] =

(
∂R

∂Np

)
[i]

. (3.38)

and s[i] denotes the right hand side of the equation (3.7) at the center of the ith cell in
the mesh. In the equation (3.37), the molar mass derivative can be expressed in terms of
the water pressure through the molar mass equation (3.12) as

∂Np

∂t
+

∫
S

∑
l=w,g

C l
p ξl vl · n̂ = Qp, (3.39)
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where n̂ is the unit normal to the boundary surface S and it points away from the center
of the control volume i, Qp is the integral of the source term for the component p. The
Darcy velocity of the phase l is given as

vl = −
∑

m=g,w

K
klm

r

µm
(∇Pm − γm∇d) (3.40)

where klm
r is the generalized relative permeability for coupled multiphase flow, K is the

absolute permeability tensor, µm is the viscosity of the phase m, Pm is the fluid pressure of
phase m, γm is the specific weight of the phase m, and d is the depth. The transmissibility
tensors of each chemical component p are given as:

tmp =
∑
l=w,g

C l
p ξl K

klm
r

µm
, (3.41)

The molar mass derivative can be expressed by uing equations (3.39), (3.40) and (3.41)
as follows

∂Np

∂t
=

∫
S

∑
l=w,g

tmp (∇Pm − γm∇d) · n̂ + Qp, (3.42)

The water pressure has been chosen as a primary variable so the CO2 gas phase pressure
is given in terms of the water pressure and the capillary pressure as

PCO2 = PH2O + Pwg
c (P g = Pw + Pwg

c ). (3.43)

and part of the conductivity tern can be written as∑
m=w,g

tmp ∇Pm =
∑

m=w,g

tmp ∇Pw + tgp∇Pc
wg, (3.44)

Substituting equation (3.44) into equation (3.42) results at the center of each control
volume i

∂Np

∂t
=
∑

j

tp[ij] P
w
[j] + Ψp[i], (3.45)

where
Ψp[i] =

∑
j

(tgp[ij] P
wg
c[j] − gp[ij] d[j]

) + Qp[i], (3.46)

where j denotes the surfaces of the control volume, tp[ij] =
∑

l t
l
p[ij] denotes the discrete

transmissibilities, and gp[ij] is the equivalent discrete gravitation. Substituting the molar
mass derivative approximation given by equation (3.45) into the equation (3.37) results

δ[i]

∂Pw
[i]

∂t
+
∑

j

α[ij] P
w
[i] = β[i], (3.47)

where

α[ij] =
nc∑

p=1

εp[i]tp[ij], β[i] = s[i] −
nc∑

p=1

εp[i] Ψp[i]. (3.48)
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Using backward Euler time discretization in equation (3.47), and writing the resulting
water pressure equation in the residual form

F (pn+1) = D(Pw[n+1])
Pw[n+1] −Pw[n]

∆tn
+ A(Pw[n+1])Pw[n+1] − b(Pw[n+1]) = 0, (3.49)

where D = diag(δ[i]), A =
[
α[ij]

]
and b = (β[i]). The Newton iteration for the above

non-linear residual equation is :

J∆Pw[k] = −fn[k], (3.50)

Pw[k+1] = Pw[n] + ∆Pw[k] k = 0, 1, . . . . (3.51)

Here k is the Newton iteration index, and Jacobian and right hand side is given as

J =

(
∂F

∂pw

)
≈ D

∆t
+ A[n] (3.52)

f = D
Pw[k] −Pw[n]

∆t
+ A[n] pw[k] − b[n] (3.53)

In the limit k →∞, Pw[k] → Pw[n+1].

The mathematical models (3.22)-(3.23), (3.33)-(3.34) and (3.50)-(3.51) have been im-
plemented in the in-house research simulator named Athena-CO2 at the University of
Bergen. Solution of these equations will provide the primary variables temperature (T ),
water pressure (Pw) and molar masses of components (Np).

3.4 Thermodynamics of Phase Equilibria In Athena

Solution of the temperature, pressure, and molar mass conservation equations provide
the primary variables water pressure (Pw), temperature (T ) and molar masses of each
component (Nν). The secondary variables are: the molar mass of each component in each
phase (N l

ν), molar fraction of each componenet in each phase (C l
ν), molar density of each

phase (ξl), volume of each phase (V l), saturation of each phase Sl.

Secondary variables should be computed using thermodynamic phase equilibrium con-
straints. There are two methods for computing the secondary variables. One method is to
use the constraint of equal fugasities of components in different phases at equilibrium (f li

ν

= f
lj
ν ) together with the cubic equation of state. Since such computations need to done

for each grid cell in the mesh, it can computationally very expensive. Another approach
is based on the binary mixture thermodynamics. All the components in the system are
grouped into two groups water group (wg) and carbon group (cg). The water group con-
tains H2O, NaCl, CO2, and different minerals, and carbon group contains only CO2. We
assume that the componenets in the two groups can distribute themselves between two
phases (liquid and gas phase). This approximation at any fixed times t, generates for
each phase l = w,g the partial derivatives.

∂N l
ν

∂Nµ

ν, µ = wg, cg. (3.54)
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Let there be Nwg moles of water group and Ncg moles of carbon group. The derivatives
given by the above equation depends on the number of phases that are present in a control
volume.

3.4.1 Single Phase System

The single phase generates two cases eighter pure water phase or pure gas phase.

Assuming only water phase is present :

N g = 0 ⇒ Nw = Nwg + Ncg, Nw
wg = Nwg and Nw

cg = Ncg

Assuming only gas phase is present :

Nw = 0 ⇒ N g = Nwg + Ncg, N g
wg = Nwg and N g

cg = Ncg

Here we are assuming that there is no water group component in the gas phase, i.e,
N g

wg = 0. The Jacobian matrix assuming the condition (3.20) is the unit matrix, J = I.

3.4.2 Two Phase System

Consider a control volume where both gas and liquid phases are present. The partial
derivatives may be expressed in terms of the bubble, β(Pw, T ), and dew point, α(Pw, T ),

β =
Nw

wg

Nw
, α =

N g
wg

N g
, Nw = Nw

wg + Nw
cg, N g = N g

wg + N g
cg, (3.55)

here Nn
m means moles of component n in group m. We are assuming that there is no water

group in the gas phase so, N g
wg = 0.0. The molar fraction of the two groups is defined as

zwg =
Nwg

N
, zcg =

Ncg

N
, N = Ncg + Nwg, (3.56)

here zwg is the molar fraction of the water group, and zcg is the molar fraction of the
carbon group. To further simplify the calculations lets introduce the molar fractions of
the water phase zw = Nw/N . It can be easily shown

zwg =
Nwβ + N gα

N
,

Nw

N
=

(Nwβ + N gα)/(N)− α

β − α
, zw =

zwg − α

β − α
, (3.57)

The quantities of interest can be expressed as

Nw
wg = βNw, N g

cg = (1− α)N g = (1− α)(1− zw)N, (3.58)

N g
wg = αN g = α(1− zw)N, N o

cg = (1− β)N o = (1− β)zwN, (3.59)

The partial derivative of the molar fraction of the water group with respect to the number
of moles of water and gas group can be expressed as

∂zwg

∂Nwg

=
1− zwg

N
,

∂zwg

∂Ncg

=
−zwg

N
, (3.60)
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(a) Migration of CO2 by other Sim-
ulators.

(b) Migration of CO2 by Athena.

Figure 3.2: The Left Figure is from an LBNL report [104] and right Figure report simu-
lation result from Athena.

The Jacobian matrix is defined as

(
∂Nw

ν

∂Nµ

)
=


∂Nw

wg

∂Nwg

∂Nw
cg

∂Nwg

∂Nw
wg

∂Ncg

∂Nw
cg

∂Ncg

 =


(1−α)β

β−α
(1−α)(1−β)

β−α

− αβ
β−α

−α(1−β)
β−α

 , (3.61)

Similarly for the gas phase

(
∂N g

ν

∂Nµ

)
=


∂Ng

wg

∂Nwg

∂Ng
cg

∂Nwg

∂Ng
wg

∂Ncg

∂Ng
cg

∂Ncg

 =

 −α(1−β)
β−α

− (1−α)(1−β)
β−α

αβ
β−α

(1−α)β
β−α

 . (3.62)

The sum of the above two matrices is equal to an identity matrix.

3.5 Simulator Verification

We investigated the Test Problem 7 [103; 104] by the Athena simulator. This problem
consists of CO2 injection into a 2D layered brine formation. This problem has great
similarity with the CO2 injection project at the Sleipner Vest field in the Norwegian
section of the North Sea, e.g., the injection rate, and properties of sand and shale layers.

The Figure 4.17 is a qualitative comparison of our results 3.7(b) against the results
3.7(a) from other simulators. It is clear from the Figure 4.17 that our simulator is cap-
turing horizontal and vertical migration of CO2 correctly.
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Figure 3.3: The Utsira formation. Formation consists of four shale layers. All of these
four shale layers are following the topography of top surface [128].

3.6 Simulation on the Utsira Formation

Utsira formation is the first industrial-scale underground CO2 storage site at the Sleipner
Vest field in the Norwegian sector of the North sea. It is the only industrial-scale CO2

disposal project currently in operation. Approximately 106 tonnes/year of CO2 is injected
into the sands of the Utsira formation. Time lapse seismic surveys shows that CO2

movement at Utsira is strongly affected by the presence of shale layers. The formation
consists four shale layers, and these layers follow the topography of the top surface as can
be seen in the Figure 3.3 [128]. Figure 3.6 shows the porosity distribution and Figure
3.6 shows the permeability distribution in the formation. Figure 3.6 is the hexahedral
meshing of the formation. It can be seen that the mesh is fine in the regions of high
permeability.

We conducted numerical simulations for understanding affect of shale layers on the
migration pattern of CO2. Numerical results does indicate that the shale layers control
the vertical migration of the CO2. The presence of shale layers suppress vertical migration
of CO2 while helps lateral movement of CO2. This is called hydrodynamic trapping and
can be called geometrical or medium trapping.

The input data for this problem are the same as for the previous test case problem.
But the depth of the formation is 250m. From the depth map we created the bottom
topography parallel to the top surface at a depth of 250 m. We also created four shale
layers of 3 m thickness parallel to the top surface at a depth of 30m, 70m, 120m, 200m
respectable from the top surface. It is also clear from 3D seismic data that the Utsira
formation contains several shale layers and which follow the topography of the top surface
as can be seen in the Figure 3.3. The Figure 3.7 presents results of the Athena simulation
in the presence and in the absence of shale layers (shale layers assumed to have same
permeability as sand layers). As it is expected CO2 starts forming a cloud beneath shale
layers. It is interesting to see through simulations that a curved shale surface retard both
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Figure 3.4: Formation consists of four shales. Porosity distribution

Figure 3.5: Formation consists of four shales. Permeability distribution
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Figure 3.6: Grid Generation in the Utsira Formation. Formation Consists of Four Shale
Layers. All of these four shale layers are following the topography of top surface.

horizontal and vertical migration of CO2. It can be concluded from the Figure 3.7 that
the dynamics of carbon-dioxide is strongly depends on the medium properties.

3.6.1 Simulation when the shale layers are flat.

In the previous simulations the shale layers were curved surfaces. In this section we are
presenting simulations by considering the shales as flat surfaces. We are assuming that
formation contains three flat shale layers. The data for the problem are the same as for
the test case problem no. 7. Figure 3.8 shows the location and the porosity of the flat
shale layers. Figure 3.9 presents simulation results when the formation contains three
flat shale layers. CO2 cloud form beneath curved and horizontal shale layers. It can be
seen in the Figure3.9 that CO2 migrates horizontally more beneath flat shale than curved
shales.

3.7 Geochemical Transport with Athena

Let first define different mechanisms of containing CO2 in a formation. Carbon dioxide
can be trapped in geological formations in three ways:

1. Hydrodynamic trapping : CO2 can be trapped as a supercritical liquid or gas in
an aquifer because of low permeable shale layers. As it is clear from the numerical
simulations that hydrodynamic trapping retard vertical migration of CO2. CO2

would take a long time to reach the top surface of the formation. So the concept
behind hydrodynamic trapping is similar the way natural gases are trapped beneath
low permeable shale layers.
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(a) Migration of CO2 in the absence
of shale layers.

(b) Migration of CO2 in the presence
of four shale layers.

Figure 3.7: Effect of the medium properties on migration of CO2.

Figure 3.8: Formation consists three flat shale layers.
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Figure 3.9: Migration of CO2 in the presence of three flat shale layers.

2. Solubility Trapping : CO2 can dissolve into the groundwater. The dissolution of
CO2 in water will increase the acidity of the water (lowers the pH, see the Figure
3.11) and effects the solubilities of minerals.

3. Mineral Trapping : CO2 can react directly or indirectly with the minerals present
in the medium leading to the precipitation of the secondary carbonates. It is the
most desired form of trapping CO2 because of long timescales (CO2 can be retained
for long period of time).

The mineral trapping can also be seen as the dissolved CO2 (CO2 stored in the form of
solubility trapping) can react with the existing divalent cations and form stable mineral
carbonates. Now for mineral trapping it is required to have CO2 in the form of solubility
trapping, and hydrodynamic trapping can provide enough time for the solubility trapping
and thus ultimately can motivate mineral trapping.

It is clear from the numerical experimentations that curved surfaces and shale layers
provide excellent opportunity for hydrodynamic trapping to occur. So it can be deduced
that a formation containing shale layers in the form of curved surfaces is desirable for
CO2 sequestration. Since it will not only retard vertical (low permeable) and horizon-
tal (curved surface) migration of CO2 but also provide sufficient time for mineral and
solubility trappings.

For modelling geochemical changes, we have implemented the Algorithm 1 in the
Athena. Here, Water group := {Water, Chemicals} and CO2 group := {CO2}.
For chemicals, please see the Table 3.2. Minerals are part of the solid phase.
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Figure 3.10: Porosity distribution.

Algorithm 1: Implementation of geochemical reactions in Athena. The Accerete
solve the geochemistry decoupled from the flow/flash calculations in Athena.

for (time = 0 ; time ≤ maxtime ; time++) do
forall (Finite Volumes in the Mesh) do

Find H2O and Chemicals in the Control Volume (available from the
previous time step)
Call Geochemical-Reactor ACCRETE()

end
forall (Finite Volumes in the Mesh) do

forall (Components in the System) do
Group the components in two groups
Water group and CO2 group

end
end
Newton iteration for Water Group
Newton iteration for CO2 Group
Inverse Group the Components

end

For doing geochemical computations we are using a geochemistry solver called Accrete.
Accrete is written in Fortran programming language, and is an acronym for Athena Car-
bon Capture and stoRage geochEmistry modulE. Accrete is called as an external module
from the Athena simulator as can be seen in the Algorithm 1 for each control volume in
the mesh and for each time step. Meaning of various variables are given in the Table 3.2.
A basic issue in sequestration of CO2 is the physical and chemical behaviour in the vicinity
of a CO2 injection well. So to analyse the chemical behaviour we performed simulations.
Figure 3.10 shows the grid and porosity distribution. Figure 3.11 shows the evolution
of pH, and Figure 3.12 shows the concentration profile of H2CO3. It can be seen that
injection of CO2 increases the acidity of water.
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Table 3.2: Different chemicals and minerals in the Accrete module.
Components Meaning Components Meaning
Chemical[0] H+ mineral[0] Calcite
Chemical[1] Ca++ mineral[1] Albite
Chemical[2] H2CO3 mineral[2] Microcline
Chemical[3] HCO3- mineral[3] Quartz
Chemical[4] Na+ mineral[4] Clinochlore-14A
Chemical[5] Cl- mineral[5] Muscovite
Chemical[6] Al+++ mineral[6] Phlogopite
Chemical[7] CO3—
Chemical[8] Mg++
Chemical[9] OH-
Chemical[10] H4SiO4
Chemical[11] K+
Chemical[12] Fe++
Chemical[13] Al(OH)4-
Chemical[14] H2O

Figure 3.11: Evolution of pH near injection point.
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Figure 3.12: Change in the concentration of H2CO3.

3.8 Modelling of Hydrate Processes with Athena (Non-Volume
Method)

The purpose of this section is to explain how to model hydrate processes by using the
existing simulation tool Athena. It is assumed that hydrate processes occur in the form
of chemical reactions at the internal surface boundaries in a thin film. So there will no
continuity of flux and potential across the interfaces. The Non-Volume Method can handle
discontinuity in flux and potential [53].

In the current version of Athena simulator it is possible to impose conditions on the
internal surfaces. So we will exploit this possibility together with the Non Volume Method
[54, and references therein]. The Figure 3.13 shows flow through an interface shared by
two control volumes. It is assumed that there exists a thin fracture layer of zero volume
at the interface between the cells. Imposing Robbin boundary condition at both side of

the fracture shown in the Figure 3.13, i.e., α u + β
∂u

∂n
= γ. The parameters α, β and γ

may be selected arbitrary depending whether the unknown flow potential u or the flux ∂u
∂n

normal to the boundary is specified.

The Darcy velocity of a fluid phase l is given as:

jl = −al K∇ul (3.63)

here

al = ξl krl

µl
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X

i j

Sis  (surface area)

(potential at surface)

Jis− (flux at the surface)

Figure 3.13: Flow across an internal face shared by two control volumes.

The flux of a component ν is expressed as

jν =
∑

l

C l
ν jl (3.64)

Thus the total flux leaving the control volume CVi normal to the boundary CSi is read
as follows:

Jis = −al
i

∫
CSis

K∇ul · dS (3.65)

Selecting β = −al
i, in the Robbin boundary condition, we have the normal flux on the

boundary
jl
n Sis = al

i (α
l ul

is − γl) Sis (3.66)

The flux leaving the control volume normal to the boundary and the flux at the boundary
should be equal, i.e.,

Jis
l = jl

n Sis

By Two Point Flux Approximation :

ul
is =

1

αl
is + λi

(γl
is + λi u

l
i) (3.67)

here

λi =
Ki

hi

Since γl
is is an arbitrary parameter representing the potential. Let select γl

is = αl
is ul

is.
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Substituting this value into equation (3.66) and using the condition Jis
l = jl

n Sis, we get
the expression for the flux through the boundary Cis

jl
is = al

i λi α
l
is (ul

i − ul
is) (3.68)

where

αl
is =

αl
is

αl
is + λi

It can be seen that αl
is is non-dimensional and due to physical reasons αl

is ∈ [0, 1] (please
see[53]). It may represent properties at the boundary that may depend on the phases.

We are now considering two boundaries is− and is+ at the boundary CSi, see Fig-
ure 3.13. The distance between these two boundaries is “zero” compared to the mesh
dimension. This is the reason for the name of the method, The Non-Volume Method.

The flux from CVi crossing the boundary is− is:

J l
is− = al

i λi α
l
is− (ul

i − ul
is−) Sis (3.69)

Similarly the flux crossing the boundary is+ is

J l
is+ = al

j λj αl
is+ (ul

is+ − ul
j) Sis (3.70)

The “Non-Volume” grid may represent a part of a fracture system with it’s own flow model,
or it may represent a grid undergoing it’s own processes like geochemical reactions.

Neither the potential nor the fluxes need to be equal. A discontinuity may exist.
Considering chemical reactions the potentials and the fluxes may change. Thus we may
write:

J l
is− − J l

is+ = Ql
is (3.71a)

ul
is− − ul

is+ = ∆uis
l (3.71b)

here Ql
is and ∆uis

l denote the changes due to chemical reactions. The fluxes J l
is− and

J l
is+ may now be found by using the equations (3.71a) and (3.71b) for eliminating the

potentials at the boundaries:

J l
is− = tli,j (ul

i − ul
j)− ti,j ∆ul

is + Ql
is (3.72)

here

tli,j =
kl

is− kl
is+

kl
is− + kl

is+

kl
is− = al

i λiα
l
is− Sis

kl
is+ = al

j λj αl
is+ Sis

The flux given by the expression (3.72) can be implemented in the Athena simulator. The
Darcy flux in Athena will then be replaced by the new flux expression (3.72).

The “Non-Volume Method” may also be applied to heat flow calculations where dis-
continuities in the temperature and/or heat flux are due to chemical reactions. The Darcy
equation is simply replaced by the Fix’s law of heat conduction for heat flow.
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Chapter 4

FINITE VOLUME METHOD ON ADAPTIVE MESHES

We present 2P-FVM on adaptive meshes. Through numerical work, we show that conver-
gence of the presented adaptive technique does not depend on the regularity. An adaptive
technique depends on several factors such as error indicator and adaptive algorithm. We
present a simple adaptive criterion, an adaptive algorithm and several examples. We do
not change the discretization method (flux across the internal edges is given by the TPFA).
Thus, our method can easily be implemented in existing simulators. 2P-FVM on uniform
and adaptive meshes results in symmetric positive definite systems (for single phase flow)
and hence, efficient solvers such as the Conjugate Gradient can be used. Ensuring mono-
tonicity of a discretization scheme is difficult [100] and non-monotone schemes can provide
unphysical results [2; 100]. Apart from being simple and fast, one other big advantage of
the 2P-FVM is that the matrix system associated with 2P-FVM discretization is always
monotone (cf. [100]). Let us consider the steady state pressure equation of a single phase
flowing in a porous medium Ω [2; 41; 100; 110]

− div (K grad p) = f in Ω, (4.1)

p(x, y) = pD on ∂ΩD. (4.2)

Here, Ω is a polyhedral domain in R2, the source function f is assumed to be in L2(Ω)
and the diagonal tensor coefficient K(x, y) is positive definite and piecewise constant.
K is allowed to be discontinuous in space. In porous media flow, the unknown function
p = p(x, y) represents the pressure of a single phase, K is the permeability or hydraulic
conductivity of the porous medium and the velocity u of the phase is given by the Darcy
law as : u = −K grad p [2; 10; 41; 100]. For convergence of 2P-FVM on uniform, locally
refined and non-uniform meshes, the following works are recommended [48; 49; 56; 116;
121]. A numerical analysis of the convergence of the 2P-FVM on uniform meshes can be
found in [41].

4.1 Two Point Finite Volume Discretization

For solving partial differential equations (PDEs) on a domain by numerical methods such
as the 2P-FVM, the domain is divided into smaller elements (meshing of the domain)
called finite volumes or cells. Integrating equation (4.29) over one of the finite volumes
V in the mesh and using the Gauss divergence theorem leads to

−
∫

∂V

K∇p · n̂ dσ =

∫
V

f dτ, (4.3)
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where n̂ is the unit outward normal on the boundary ∂V of the finite volume V . Let
us assume that finite volumes V are rectangular. The boundary of these finite volumes
consists of 4 segments ∂Vi. The above equation can be written as

−
4∑

i=1

∫
∂Vi

K∇p · n̂ dσ =

∫
V

f dτ, (4.4)

the term −
∫

∂Vi
K∇p · n̂ dσ is referred to as the flux through the edge ∂Vi. Denote it by

Fi. Thus, equation (4.4) can be written as

4∑
i=1

Fi =

∫
V

f dτ. (4.5)

The degrees of freedom (DOF) for the 2P-FVM [2; 41] lie at the cell centers. Each finite
volume in the mesh gives rise to a discrete equation (4.5). Collecting all such equations
results in a discrete system Aph = b. Now let us consider computing Fi in equation
(4.5). Two point approximation of the flux across the edge MN (see Figure 4.1(a)) is
given as [2; 48; 49]

FMN = ΦMN (p2 − p1), (4.6)

where the scalar ΦMN is referred to as the transmissibility of the interface MN and is given
as

ΦMN = K1 K2

(
l

h1 h2

)
1

(K1/h1 + K2/h2)
. (4.7)

Here, K1 and K2 refers to the permeability of the cells 1 and 2 in Figure 4.1(a); i.e.,
K1 = K1 I, K2 = K2 I. h1 is the perpendicular distance of the interface MN from
the center of cell 1 and similarly h2 is the perpendicular distance of the interface MN
from the center of cell 2. l is the length of interface MN. Adaptive discretization can
result in a non-matching grid as shown in Figure 4.1(b). We are using the Two Point
Flux Approximation for computing flux on a non matching grid. The flux through the
interfaces AO and BO on the non-matching grid (see Figure 4.1(b)) is given as follows,

FAO = ΦAO(p2 − p1), (4.8)

FBO = ΦBO(p3 − p1), (4.9)

where p1, p2 and p3 are the pressures of cells 1, 2 and 3. The transmissibilities ΦAO and
ΦBO of the interfaces AO and BO are given as

ΦAO = K1 K2

(
l1

h1 h2

)
1

(K1/h1 + K2/h2)
, (4.10)

ΦBO = K1 K3

(
l2

h1 h3

)
1

(K1/h1 + K3/h3)
. (4.11)
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h1 h2

(a) Flux across the interface MN
shared by two cells 1 and 2.

1

2

3

A

B

O

h1

h2

h3

(b) Flux across the interfaces OA
and OB.

Figure 4.1: Computation of flux across an edge.

Here, l1 is the length of interface AO and l2 is the length of interface OB. FAO and FBO

are the fluxes through edges AO and BO, respectively. K1, K2 and K3 refers to the
permeabilities of cells 1, 2 and 3 (see Figure 4.1(b)); i.e., K1 = K1 I, K2 = K2 I and
K3 = K3 I. The total flux through edge AB is given as the sum of the fluxes through the
edges OA and OB, i.e., FAB = FOA + FOB.

4.1.1 Implementation of Boundary Conditions

In the case of Finite Volume discretization, every finite volume in the mesh will result in
a discrete equation like (4.5). Thus, for handling boundary cells, boundary conditions are
converted into an equivalent flux expression. Since Flux = −K∇p · n̂, the computation
of the flux across an edge requires computation of the pressure gradient. Let us write
an expression for the gradient of the scalar pressure p. Let the pressure at the three
vertices of the triangle 4.2(b) be p1, p2 and p3. Assuming that the pressure is varying
linearly inside the triangle, the constant gradient of the pressure (∇p) in the triangle can
be expressed by (see [2])

∇p =
−1

2 |Ω|

3∑
i=1

pi n̂i. (4.12)

Here, |Ω| is the area of the triangle and n̂i is the outward normal vector on the edge
opposite to the vertex i. The magnitude of the vector n̂i is equal to the length of the edge.
Figure 4.2(a) shows a 3 × 3 mesh. Let the pressure be specified at the boundary points
1 and 2. Applying the conservation principle (sum of the fluxes through the boundaries
of the cell equal to the source inside the cell; i.e. equation (4.5)) to the boundary of cell
3, we have to compute the flux (F12) through the boundary edge 12. For computing the
flux, let us form a boundary triangle 123 as shown in the Figure 4.2(b). Let the unknown
pressure at the center of the boundary cell 3 be p3. The pressure gradient inside the
boundary triangle can be approximated by the expression (4.12). Thus, the flux through
the boundary edge 12 is F12 = −(K∇p) · n̂3. Let the outward normal vector on the edge
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1
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F12

(a) A 3× 3 mesh. Pressure is specified
at the boundary points 1 and 2. Flux
(F12) through the edge 12 is expressed
as a linear combination of the pressures
at the locations 1, 2 and 3. See the
equation (4.13).

3

1

2

n̂3

n̂2

n̂1

(b) Boundary triangle.
Here, n̂i for i = 1 . . . 3 are
the normal vectors on the
edges.

Figure 4.2: Implementation of the Dirichlet boundary condition.

(see the triangle 4.2(b)) opposite to the vertex i be n̂i = (nxi, nyi)
t. Let the permeability

of the boundary cell 3 be K = diag(kx, ky). Substituting the values of K and ∇p (given
by the equation (4.12)) in the equation F12 = −(K∇p) · n̂3 results in

F12 = − 1

2 |Ω|

[
kx

(
3∑

i=1

pi nxi

)
nx3 + ky

(
3∑

i=1

pi nyi

)
ny3

]
. (4.13)

Here, |Ω| is the area of the boundary triangle 123. Implementation of Neumann or flux
boundary condition is even simpler. Flux across a boundary edge will go on the right
hand side vector b of the discrete system Aph = b.

4.2 Adaptive Criteria and Adaptive Algorithm

The presented criteria has been extensively used in the Finite Element community (see
the References [22; 65; 92; 109; 119, and references therein]). Let a mesh consist of N
finite volumes/cells Ωi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N and let ph be the Control Volume solution on this
mesh. Let p be the exact solution. The residual r can be defined as

r = f −∇ · (−K∇ph). (4.14)
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Intergrating and using the Gauss divergence theorem results in∫
Ω

r dx =

∫
Ω

f dx +

∫
∂Ω

(K∇ph) · n̂ dx, (4.15)

and taking the modulus of both sides and applying the triangle inequality to the right
hand side,∣∣∣∣∫

Ω

r dx

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣∫
Ω

f dx

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣∫
∂Ω

(K∇ph) · n̂ dx

∣∣∣∣ , (4.16)∣∣∣∣∫
Ω

r dx

∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∣

N∑
i=1

∫
Ωi

f dx

∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣

N∑
i=1

∫
∂Ωi

(K∇ph) · n̂ dx

∣∣∣∣∣ , (4.17)

∣∣∣∣∫
Ω

r dx

∣∣∣∣ ≤ N∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∫
Ωi

f dx

∣∣∣∣+ N∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∫
∂Ωi

(K∇ph) · n̂ dx

∣∣∣∣ . (4.18)

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality; i.e., |
∫

f | ≤ ‖f‖L2 ‖1‖L2 ,∣∣∣∣∫
Ω

r dx

∣∣∣∣ ≤ N∑
i=1

[
‖f‖L2(Ωi) |Ωi|

1
2

]
+

N∑
i=1

[
‖(K∇ph) · n̂‖L2(∂Ωi) |∂Ωi|

1
2

]
, (4.19)

∣∣∣∣∫
Ω

r dx

∣∣∣∣ ≤ N∑
i=1

[
‖f‖L2(Ωi) |Ωi|

1
2 + ‖(K∇ph) · n̂‖L2(∂Ωi) |∂Ωi|1/2

]
, (4.20)

∣∣∣∣∫
Ω

r dx

∣∣∣∣ ≤ N∑
i=1

ri. (4.21)

We are using the following expression for computing the error from cell i in a mesh,

εi
def
=
[
‖f‖L2(Ωi)|Ωi|

1
2 + ‖(K∇ph) · n̂‖L2(∂Ωi)|∂Ωi|1/2

]
. (4.22)

Here, |Ωi| is the area of the finite volume, |∂Ωi| is the circumference of the finite volume

and n̂ is the unit outward normal. The quantity ‖(K∇ph)n̂‖L2(∂Ωi)|∂Ωi|1/2 is the flux
associated with cell i. Let us further define a quantity named adaptivity index for cell i
in a mesh,

ηi
def
=

 εi

max
j∈cells

εj

 . (4.23)

It is clear from the above definition of the adaptivity index that ηi will be in the range
[0, 1]. We are doing adaptive refinement by the Algorithm 2. The adaptivity index (4.23)
is used for marking cells for further refinement. When a finite volume is selected for
further refinement based on the value of the adaptivity index (4.23), this finite volume is
divided into four equal finite volumes (see Figure 4.3). During the adaptive refinement
process, all finite volumes Ωi in a mesh for which the adaptivity index ηi is greater than
a given tolerance δ, are refined. The tolerance δ lies between the values 0 and 1. δ equal
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to 0 means uniform refinement (refine all finite volumes) and δ equal to 1 means that the
adaptive algorithm will refine a single finite volume per iteration step which can be costly.
Both of these values can be computationally expensive and may not be optimal. A small
δ will refine many finite volumes and thus introduce many new cells per iteration step of
the adaptive algorithm. On the other hand, a large value of δ will refine fewer cells and
thus introduce fewer new finite volumes per iteration step. It should be kept in mind that
during each iteration step of the adaptive algorithm a discrete system needs to be solved.
Typically a value of δ = 0.5 is used [108].

It can be seen in the Algorithm 2 that the driving force for the Algorithm is the
adaptivity index η. The adaptivity index (4.23) drives the Algorithm 2 by selecting some
finite volumes for further refinement. Apart from the driving force, another important
aspect of an algorithm is its stopping criteria. We are using three stopping criteria. The
first two criteria are quite obvious.

Our first criterion “DOF ≤ DOFmax” is the maximum allowed degrees of freedom
(DOFmax) or the maximum allowed mesh refinement. The second criterion “Iter ≤
Itermax” is the maximum allowed adaptive iteration steps.

The third criterion “ξk/ξ0 ≤ tol” is the error reduction after k iteration steps of the
adaptive algorithm. Here, ξk denotes the maximum error (maximum value of εi on a
mesh) on an adaptively refined mesh after k iteration steps of the adaptive Algorithm
2. The quantity ξk/ξ0, which measures the reduction of the a posteriori error estimate,
provides some information of the relative error reduction. Thus, ξk/ξ0 can be used as a
stopping criterion apart from the maximum number of degrees of freedom.

Algorithm 2: Adaptive Algorithm.

Mesh the domain;
Set Iteration Counter Iter = 0;
while DOF ≤ DOFmax or Iter ≤ Itermax or [ξk/ξ0] ≤ tol do

Discretize the PDE over the mesh by FVM;
Solve the discrete system with a given tolerance;
forall (Finite Volumes j in the Mesh) do

if (ηj ≥ δ) then
Refine the Finite Volume j in the mesh;

end
end
Form a new mesh;
Iter++;

end

Measuring the effectiveness of the adaptivity index (4.23) in selecting the cells with
maximum error, we use the relation

Γ :=
Cell number with η = 1.0

Cell number with maximum point-wise error |p− ph|
. (4.24)
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Ω1 Ω2

Ω3 Ω4

Figure 4.3: Refinement of the cell Ω into four cells Ωi, i = 1 . . . 4.

Ω1 Ω2

Ω3Ω4

Figure 4.4: Domain Ω is divided into four sub-domains Ωi, i = 1 . . . 4 according to the
permeability. Permeability in the sub-domain Ωi is Ki. We are assuming K1 = K3 = R I
and K2 = K4 = I.

Here, Γ is the robustness of the indicator η. If Γ is close to 1, the cells with the maximum
point-wise error and the cells with the maximum error given by the error indicator (4.22)
are the same. We compute the robustness quantity Γ of the adaptive index during each
iteration step of the adaptive Algorithm 2. Figure 4.9 is a plot of the robustness quantity
Γ against the iteration steps of the algorithm.

4.3 Numerical Examples

For all numerical experiments, the exact solution is given by an analytical form. The
solution is enforced inside the domain by the Dirichlet boundary condition and the source
term. For solving the discrete systems of equations formed on the sequence of adaptive and
uniform meshes, we are using the ILU preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (CG) iterative
solver unless mentioned otherwise. Let the domain be Ω = [−1, 1]× [−1, 1]. The domain
is divided into four sub-domains according to the permeability K (see the Figure 4.4). Let
the permeability in the sub-domain Ωi be Ki. It is assumed that the permeability in the
sub-domain Ω1 is equal to the permeability in the sub-domain Ω3 and the permeability
in the sub-domain Ω2 is equal to the permeability in the sub-domain Ω4; i.e., K1 = K3

and K2 = K4. Let us further assume that K1 = K3 = R I and K2 = K4 = I. The
parameter R is defined below. Let the exact solution in polar form be (analytical solution
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presented in Article H is almost the same as this solution)

p(r, θ) = rγ η(θ), (4.25)

(see [22; 92]). The parameter γ denotes the singularity in the solution [22] and it depends
on the permeability distribution in the domain (see Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) for the
permeability distribution for the singularities γ = 0.1 and γ ≈ 0.13). η(θ) is given as

η(θ) =



cos [(π/2− σ)γ] cos [(θ − π/2 + ρ)γ] , θ ∈ [0,
π

2
],

cos(ργ) cos [(θ − π + σ)γ] , θ ∈ [
π

2
, π],

cos(σγ) cos [(θ − π − ρ)γ] , θ ∈ [π,
3π

2
],

cos [(π/2− ρ)γ] cos [(θ − 3π/2− σ)γ] , θ ∈ [
3π

2
, 2π],

(4.26)

and the parameters R, γ, ρ and σ satisfy the following nonlinear equations
R = − tan [(π − σ) γ] cot(ργ),

1/R = − tan(ργ) cot(σγ),

R = − tan(σγ) cot [(π/2− ρ)γ] ,

(4.27)

under the following nonlinear constraints

0 < γ < 2,

max{0, πγ − π} < 2γρ < min{πγ, π},
max{0, π − πγ} < −2γρ < min{π, 2π − πγ}.

(4.28)

The constrained nonlinear equations (4.27) can be solved for the parameters R, σ, and
ρ by Newton’s iteration algorithm for different degrees of singularity γ. The analytical
solution p(r, θ) satisfies the usual interface conditions : p and K ∂p

∂n
are continuous across

the interfaces. It can be shown that the solution p belongs in the fractional Sobolev space
H1+κ(Ω) (κ < γ) [115]. Let the singularity be γ = 0.1. The parameters which satisfy
the relations (4.27) under the constraints (4.28) are

R ≈ 161.4476, ρ ≈ 0.7854 and σ ≈ −14.9225.

The permeability distribution is shown in Figure 4.5(a). The exact solution belongs to
the fractional Sobolev space H1+k (k < 0.1). We have solved this problem on adaptive
and uniform meshes. The outcome of our numerical work is reported in Figures 4.6, 4.7
and 4.8. Figure 4.6(a) is a surface plot of the exact solution. The solution is singular
at the origin. Figure 4.6(b) presents a surface plot of the error. It can be seen that the
error is maximum at the singularity. Figure 4.7 compares the convergence behaviour on
adaptive and uniform meshes in the L∞ norm. We did not notice any convergence in the
L∞ norm on uniform meshes till one million degrees of freedom. A similar behaviour was
also observed in [41] on uniform meshes for singular problems. It was suggested in [41]
(see page no. 1094) that adaptive meshes may be ideal for such solutions. On adaptive
meshes, we are getting ‖p− ph‖L∞ ≈ DOF−P/2 with the convergence P ≈ 1 (see Figure
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(b) γ = 0.126902.

Figure 4.5: Permeability distribution for the singularities γ = 0.1 and γ = 0.1269. The
solution is singular at O = (0, 0).
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4.7). Because of the regularity of the solution, this convergence is quasi optimal [22; 92].
Convergence of the Darcy flux on adaptive and uniform meshes is reported in Figure
4.8. On uniform meshes, the convergence of the Darcy flux is approximately equal to
the regularity of the solution. On the other hand, the method is converging with a rate
approximately equal to 1 on the adaptive meshes.

4.3.1 Robustness of the adaptivity index η

Figure 4.9 is a plot of the robustness against the iteration steps of the adaptive algorithm.
It can be seen in Figure 4.9 that the robustness is almost always equal to 1 for all of the
adaptive iteration steps. Hence, the cells with the maximum point-wise error and the
cells with the maximum value of the error indicator (given by the equation (4.22)) are
the same.

4.3.2 The δ Effect

The adaptive Algorithm 2 depends on many parameters such as the adaptivity index η
and the parameter δ. Most of these parameters also depend on each other. Thus, finding
an optimal mesh is a non-linear problem. The parameter δ is an important ingredient of
the Algorithm 2. Based on the value of δ, the algorithm refines the finite volumes. A
higher value of δ means that the algorithm will refine fewer cells, while for a lower value of
δ, the algorithm will refine many cells. For example, if δ = 0 the algorithm will refine all
the cells in the mesh, and if δ = 1, the algorithm will refine only one cell. Both of these
situations can be costly. For the singularity parameter γ = 0.1, we run the algorithm
for three values of δ (0.5, 0.6, 0.7). Figure 4.10 reports the outcome of our work. It can
be seen in Figure 4.10 that for a given degree of freedom, δ = 0.5 is a better choice. It
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should be noted that the number of iteration steps of the adaptive algorithm increases
with increasing value of δ. Thus, the computational work required for δ = 0.5 is lower
than the work required for δ = 0.6 and δ = 0.7. Of these three values of δ, δ = 0.5 is
optimal. It requires the least amount of computational work for a given tolerance.

Figure 4.12 shows the sparsity pattern of the matrices associated with uniform and
adaptive meshes. Figure 4.12(a) presents the sparsity pattern of a matrix formed on a
8×8 uniform mesh (DOF = 64). Figure 4.12(b) shows the sparsity pattern of an adaptive
discrete system formed on an adaptive mesh with DOF = 52.

4.4 Which Meshes are Better Conditioned; Adaptive, Uniform,
Locally Refined or Locally Adjusted ?

Adaptive, locally refined and locally adjusted meshes are preferred over uniform meshes
for capturing singular or localised solutions. For local refinements applied to porous media
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Figure 4.12: Sparsity pattern of the discrete systems formed on adaptive and uniform
meshes.

flow, see the References [7; 15; 26; 48; 49; 50; 51]. Roughly speaking, for a given degree of
freedom, a solution associated with adaptive, locally refined and locally adjusted meshes
is more accurate than the solution given by uniform meshes. In this work, we discuss
which meshes are better conditioned. We found, for approximately the same degree of
freedom (same size of matrix), that it is easier to solve a system of equations associated
with an adaptive mesh. Uniform, locally adjusted, adaptive and locally refined meshes are
shown in Figures 4.13, 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16, respectively. Here, for each mesh the number
of cells (or degrees of freedom) are approximately 1024 (25 × 25). Let us consider the
steady state pressure equation of a single phase flow in a porous medium Ω [2]

−div (K grad p) = f in Ω, (4.29)

p(x, y) = pD on ∂ΩD. (4.30)

We solve the problem (4.29) on the four meshes. Let the exact solution be given by the
equation (4.25) and the singularity parameter be γ = 0.1. We enforce the solution inside
the domain by the Dirichlet boundary condition and the source term. For solving the
discrete system of equations formed on the meshes, we use the Conjugate Gradient (CG)
solver (see [120, chap. 5], [64]). Table 4.1 presents eigenvalues and condition numbers
of the matrix systems associated with the different meshes. Note that in this table,
the largest eigenvalue on all four meshes is approximately same. However, the smallest
eigenvalue associated with the adaptive mesh is greater than the smallest eigenvalues
associated with other three meshes. When solving the Symmetric Positive Definite (SPD)
linear system Aph = b with the CG method, the smallest eigenvalues in the matrix A
often slows down the convergence (cf. [64; 120]). Several techniques have been proposed in
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Figure 4.13: Uniform mesh con-
taining 1024 cells (32×32).

Figure 4.14: Localised mesh con-
taining 1024 cells (32×32).

Figure 4.15: Adaptive mesh con-
taining 1150 cells.

Figure 4.16: Locally refined mesh
containing 1074 cells.

the literature to remove bad effect of the smallest eigenvalues (see [19; 64, and references
therein]). Convergence of the CG solver for these four systems are shown in Figure 4.17.

It can be seen in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.17 that it is easier to solve a matrix system
associated with an adaptive mesh than to solve systems associated with uniform, localised
and locally refined meshes. The adaptive mesh is generated by equal distribution of
the fluxes over all the cells in the mesh. Why do equal distribution of fluxes create
meshes which are better conditioned ? Or, why do equal distribution of fluxes remove
bad effect of small eigenvalue ? The answers to these questions can help in designing new
preconditioners or improving existing preconditioners.

All the reported numerical work is done on uniform and adaptive meshes containing
only square cells. In the work [7; 33], 2P-FVM discretization on non matching rectangular
meshes was found to be nonconverging. Articles E and H present finite volume method
on adaptive meshes. In the article E, flux is approximated by the Two Point Method
while in the article H, the flux is approximated by the Multi Point Method.
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Table 4.1: Eigenvalues and condition numbers of the matrix systems formed on the four
meshes shown in the Figures 4.13, 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16.

Mesh Smallest eig. Largest eig. Condition Number
Adaptive 4.150× 10−1 1.2878× 103 3.1029× 103

Localised 5.50× 10−2 0.7821× 103 1.4216× 104

Uniform 7.62× 10−2 1.2885× 103 1.6916× 104

Locally Refined 3.94× 10−2 1.2793× 103 3.2495× 104

4.5 Converting Athena into an Adaptive Porous Media Flow
Simulator

The work presented shows that adaptivity is not a luxury but a necessity. The presented
ideas can easily be incorporated in the existing porous media flow simulator the Athena.
Athena reads geometry from the geom 00.dat file. This file has information about the
grid connection, number of cells, number of nodes and volume of cells. Athena computes
transmissibilities through all the internal surfaces of a mesh. The author’s idea is to
generate this file adaptively by repeatedly calling an adaptive grid generator from Athena.
The scheme is presented in Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18: An adaptive porous media flow simulator.
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